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2ABSTRACT
The processing of signals resulting from laser Doppler 
measurement of the velocities of vibrating rotor blades on gas 
turbines has been studied in an attempt to increase the utility 
of such measurements.
An electronic system has been developed to generate signals 
which simulate as closely as possible the signals being investigated.
Several tracking filters have been constructed, and their 
suitability for application to the processing of the signals of 
interest has been compared.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
1.1 Introduction
During the last decade there has been a growing interest in 
various applications of non-contact velocity measurement using the 
Doppler effect. Optical and microwave techniques have been developed 
for use in hostile environments or inaccessible locations.
The project described here is closely related to the prior
development, at the University of Surrey, of an optical instrument to
measure velocity perturbations on moving objects such as the rotor
blades of gas turbines^>^1V Turbine manufacturers were actively
interested in that instrument, which was of a type known as a laser
Doppler velocimeter, or L.D.V.. It was recognised that considerable signal 
processing would be required to achieve useful measurements from the signals 
produced by the L.D.V.(4,7,15).
Although the signal processing problems and techniques 
associated with low speed Doppler velocimetry, especially anenometry, 
are well covered in the literature^,^,^^,^^^, the particular signal 
processing problems of vibration measurement with a large superposed 
velocity present a relatively unexplored field.
1.2 : Summary
The background of laser Doppler instrumentation and its 
application to gas turbines are discussed in section 2.1. Section 2.2 
introduces those concepts of signal processing which provide the basis 
for subsequent investigation and development. Section 2.3 is a survey
■ 13
of relevant literature, based primarily on the period from 
January 1971 to August 1972.
The reasons for simulation of the L.D.V. signals are 
explained at the beginning of chapter 3, which covers the develop­
ment of a simulator whose output incorporates the features of the 
signal produced by light scattered from the vibrating blades of a 
gas turbine wheel.
The techniques of tracking filters, discussed in chapter 2, 
were applied to the problem in hand as described in chapter 4. 
Various tracking devices were constructed, and their relative merits 
in the particular situation under investigation were compared.
The results and implications of this project are discussed 
in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY OF TURBINE BLADE VIBRATIONS
2.1 TURBINE VIBRATION MEASUREMENT
The Doppler effect may be utilised to enable optical measure­
ment of velocities to be performed. The frequency of light is Doppler 
shifted, and the frequency difference extracted by causing the frequency- 
shifted light to interfere, on a photo-detector, with light direct from 
the source. The frequency of the signal from the photodector represents 
the velocity being measured. The signal is corrupted by shot noise and 
also, as will be shown later, the measured velocity may not be uniquely 
defined by the optical system.
Similar frequency shifts, and hence equivalent measurement 
problems, may be generated in other systems. An example is the optical 
gyroscope, where the angular velocity of the instrument is translated 
by relativistic effects into the frequency of an electrical signal. 
However, the particular application to which this work is directed is 
the optical measurement of vibrational velocity components in gas 
turbines.
The maximum rim velocity of a gas turbine is believed not to
exceed about 300 m/s (see Appendix A) . Vibration in turbine
blades causes fatigue failures rather than direct loading failures, so
the limiting amplitude depends upon the energy of vibration, rather
(2)
than maximum stress criteria such as Von Mises* or the equivalent
(3) J
maximum strain criteria . For a turbine blade considered as a
Bernoulli-Euler cantilever, the energy of vibration is a frequency-
independent function of peak vibrational velocity. The maximum
vibrational velocity before fracture in a typical gas turbine is 
believed to be of the order of 5 m/s A typical aircraft gas
turbine has a prime number of blades of the order of 100, and has 
a maximum speed of the order of 10,000 r p m . ^ .
The velocities of the blades of a turbine may be measured 
by Doppler instruments resolving tangentically to the wheel or at an 
angle to the tangent. Axial measurements would require vibration- 
free fixed reflectors between the turbine wheels, and are not practicable.
2.1.1 Interferometer.
The optical system used by Kulczyk^, for solid-target laser 
Doppler velocimetry is an interferometer (figure 2.1). This contrasts
with the fixed-fringe instruments commonly used for laser Doppler
(7,8) anenometry ’ .
In this instrument, part of the laser beam is reflected at 
the polarising prism beam-splitter and returned by the reference mirror. 
This is sometimes referred to as the Local Oscillator beam, by analogy 
with superheterodyne radio equipment. The beam which passes through 
the splitter is scattered by the non-specular target, in this case the 
turbine blade. Since the blade is moving, the beam suffers a Doppler 
shift on its outward path and a second, cumulative shift on the return 
path. Some of the scattered light is reflected by the beam splitter 
onto the detector, where it interferes with the local oscillator beam.
The frequency of the signal from the detector is the difference frequency
16
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Figure 2.1 Laser Doppler Velocimetric Interferometer.
Figure 2.2 Rotating Blade
l
LDV Beam
Figure 2.3 Geometry of Laser Doppler Velocimeter Beam, incident
on Turbine Blade.
of the two beams, which is given by Doppler's relation for reflection 
from a moving target.
f.
D 2v 2.1
v c
where f^ is Doppler shift frequency
v is frequency of the light 
v is target velocity 
c is velocity of light 
Introduce k as the wave number of the light:
v = c k
2.1.2 Rotational Velocity Measurement by Laser Doppler Velocimeter.
Consider a point at radius r on a blade of length R, rotating 
at angular velocity a) (see figure 2.2). The horizontal component of 
. velocity is a) r cos 0 (t). In figure 2.3 an L.D.V. beam is incident at
radius r on the blade. The maximum angle 0 for which the beam is
incident on the tip of the blade is denoted by <j>.
R cos <f> - r cos 0 (t) . . . . . . . . . . .  . ...." . . 2.3
Measured component of velocity = m r cos 0 (t)
• ■ (u K cos <j) . . . 2.4
“ constant
2.2
6 “1
For Helium-Neon laser light, k = 1.58 x 10 m
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Thus the rotational component of the velocity measured by the laser 
Doppler velocimeter remains constant as the blade passes through the 
range of the angles for which it is * seen1 by the measuring beam.
2.1.3 Doppler Broadening.
In practice, several features of a non-ideal interferometer 
modify the signal spectrum due to a constant velocity, broadening the 
spectral line into a narrow band noise signal.
2.1.3.1 NOn-Zero Spot Diameter.
The beam focused onto the turbine blade is incident on a 
spot of finite area. The velocity 1 seen1 by the instrument is the 
mean of a set of contributions from all over the spot, weighted by the 
intensity distribution over the spot. Since the velocity distribution 
over this area is non-uniform, both rotational and vibrational velocity 
components being functions of position, a spread of velocities is 
observed, and hence a spread of Doppler frequencies is produced. This 
effect is analysed in appendix B, where it is shown that the pro­
portional Doppler bandwidth due to non-zero spot size is given by
. „2a d Z v" (y )v Jov = •________________________________________________________________________ 2 5
V f~2 E v (y )o
for Gaussian intensity distribution. The summations are over all 
contributary velocity Components, i.e. rotational plus vibrational at 
several frequencies 
av is standard deviation of velocity 
v is mean velocity
d is diameter of the spot .
y is distance from the turbine centre
yQ is distance of the spot from the turbine centre.
2.1.3.2 Surface Roughness
Consider a laser beam focused onto a non-specular reflect
ing surface, i.e. a surface with appreciable roughness at the wave­
length of the light. The far field of the scattered light will ex­
hibit interference ’specklesV which represent a transformation of the
. . (9)
surface structure illuminated by the spot . If the beam traverses
the surface, the speckle pattern will change, and will be completely
uncorrelated with the original pattern when the spot is illuminating
a completely different area, i.e. the correlation distance of the
speckle pattern is equal to the diameter of the light spot. The
result of this effect is a further ’Doppler broadening’ of the signal,
similar to that considered in the previous section, but with bandwidth
inversely proportional to spot diameter .
2.6
where
Bp2 is Doppler bandwidth due to surface roughness 
V is transverse velocity of the spot 
d is spot diameter
Since the two broadening mechanisms are independent, Teich(U)
shows that their effects may be combined as follows
where
Bp is total Doppler bandwidth
Bp^ is bandwidth due to non-uniform velocity distribution over spot.
The combination is considered in more detail in appendix B, where it
is shown that for a typical turbine and an optimised Helium Neon Doppler
velocimeter, the total Doppler broadening proportional bandwidth is of
-3
the order of 4 x 10 ..
2.1.4 Noise
In an optimised Doppler instrument, shot noise generated in
the photodetector by the local oscillator beam dominates all other
sources of wide band noise. Under these conditions, signal to noise
(12)
ratio is given by Van der Zielv ':
/s\ -  n h 2 7
\N/ max (l+2rj) h v B E £
where n is quantum efficiency of the photodetector 
Pp is total laser power
hv is the energy of a photon
B is noise bandwidth
E is excess noise factor (due to avalanche photodiode amplification)
£ is coherent reflectivity loss factor (optical attenuation due to
scatter at target).
The noise referred to is wideband noise, which should not be
22
confused with the narrow-band stochastic process which in fact 
constitutes the signal whose properties are to be estimated.
The expression 2.7 differs from that used by Kulczyk 
by the introduction of the factor (l+2p) to allow for partitioning 
of the sources of shot noise. However, this modification to the 
theoretical optimum does not invalidate Kulczyk1s measurements of 
practical optimum signal to noise ratio. (It simply modifies the 
value of Kulczyk*s parameter Y , coherence loss factor due to 
miscellaneous imponderable experimental effects).
In a 1MHz bandwidth, using an avalanche photodiode and 
diode mixer under empirically optimised conditions, Kulczyk measured 
a signal to noise ratio of 23 dB for a metallic target. This is 
equivalent to a signal to noise ratio of 83 HB in 1Hz bandwidth.
Since shot noise has a uniform spectral distribution similar to that 
of thermal noise, it may be considered as equivalent to thermal noise for 
purposes of analysis or simulation.
Consider thermal noise power at 300°K:
N = k T B • • • • • • • • • •  2.8
o o
N ' _
^  = 4.1 X 10 , J
(- 174 dBm / log B/W^
The spectral components of the signal due to a vibrationless target
are represented in figure 2.4, assuming that Kulczyk*s 1MHz filter
was matched to the signal which he was measuring.
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Figure 2.4 Spectral Components of Doppler Broadened Signal due to 
Vibrationless Target.
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2.1.5 Summary
The laser Doppler velocimeter, resolving the rotational 
and vibrational velocities of a vibrating turbine blade in the 
direction of the incident beam, produces a burst of signal as the 
blade passes through the measuring beam. The signal is a narrow 
band stochastic process whose bandwidth is proportional to its 
centre frequency, the constant of proportionality depending upon 
optical system parameters. The centre frequency of the signal is 
the Doppler frequency corresponding to the measured velocity of the 
blade. It may therefore be considered as a carrier frequency 
corresponding to the constant or slowly varying rotational velocity 
of the turbine wheel, frequency modulated by the vibrational velo­
city of the blade. Investigation of blade vibration is thus trans­
lated into investigation of the frequency modulation of a narrow 
band noise signal.
The signal is corrupted by background ’white* shot noise, 
the power spectral density of which has been predicted and measured 
by workers in optical fields.
2.2 SIGNAL PROCESSING.
The problem of measurement of the centre frequency of a
narrow band noise signal in shot noise has received considerable
attention in the development of laser and microwave Doppler veloci-
(’13-18')
meters and laser gyroscopes . Most of the instruments realised
have operated over the low velocity range used for meteorological 
anenometry (exceptionally, workers at the Arnold Engineering Development 
Centre, Tennessee, produced an anenometer operating at Mach 6 , using
25
a digital processor to reject measurements corrupted by low signal 
. (19)
to noise ratio) . The problem of short-term estimation of the 
centre frequency may be equated to that of generation of a periodic 
signal with the same frequency and may be separated from the problem 
of estimating and displaying modulation of this frequency.
2.2.1 Frequency Modulation Index.
The frequency modulation of the centre frequency of the 
Doppler signal is analysed in appendix C. The modulation index is 
defined as the ratio of maximum frequency deviation to modulating 
frequency.
v
where Af is the peak frequency deviation due to modulation 
and f is the frequency of vibration of the turbine blade. The 
variable Af should not be confused with deviation of instantaneous 
frequency due to the stochastic nature of the signal. From section 
2.1, the maximum vibrational velocity found in turbines is approxi­
mately 5 m/s. The range of vibration frequencies is 50 Hz to 10 k H z ^ ^  
The maximum value of frequency modulation index is thus 3 x 10^ radians. 
The resolution specification on a laser Doppler velocimeter for use 
on gas turbines is such that the minimum vibrational velocity which is 
required to be measured is 3 m / s ^ .  This gives a minimum resolveable 
index of 1 radian, although in the case of no vibration the modulation 
index would of course be zero.
From appendix C, it can be seen that the spectral content of
the signal is a series of overlapping narrow-band spectra, equally 
spaced at the vibrational frequency of the blade, assuming single­
frequency vibration. The centre of the series is the Doppler frequency 
corresponding to the rotational velocity of the turbine wheel. The 
relative amplitudes of these narrow-band components depend upon the 
Bessel functions of the first kind with arguments 3 and orders
corresponding to the components. Thus the ratio of the amplitudes 
til
of the n and m narrow-band signals is given by
Jn (B)
As the modulation index increases, the number of significant 
sidebands increases until, in the limit, the spectrum becomes con­
tinuous and corresponds to the probability distribution function of 
the modulating waveform (see figure 2.5)
Consider modulation due to sinusoidal vibration, and 
refer to appendix C.
m(t) = ^ cos w t  ..............   2.10
v v
where
m(t) is modulating waveform 
is vibrational amplitude 
wv is vibrational frequency •
The probability density of m(t) is given by
0.
04
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The corresponding continuous spectrum is
p . . ............  2.13
S (f.) =
Af
-Af
S(fd) = p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.14
where f , e n f 
d v
P is signal power
Af is maximum frequency deviation
For large values of the argument (modulation index) and 
relatively low values of the order (sideband number), Bessel functions 
of the first kind are oscillatory functions of order, with amplitude 
approximately to
/ ft2 _ 2 
p - n
where 3 is the argument and n is the order. As n approaches 3» the 
function rises to a peak value and decays in a non-oscillatory manner 
as n exceeds 3» The discrete power spectrum of the frequency modulated 
signal is dependent upon the square of the Bessel function. An example 
of this function, for large modulation index, is plotted in figure 2.5. 
The amplitude and mean of the function over its oscillatory range may be 
seen to approximate to
/ tt/^ 2
3“ - n2
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A close analogy may be drawn between the behaviour of sidebands for 
high index of frequency modulation, and that of solutions to the 
time-independent Schroedinger equation for a cylindrical potential 
well. The limiting case of the quantum mechanics degenerates to the 
equivalent macrophysical situation, and the limiting set of sidebands, 
spaced at the modulating frequency, give the probability distribution 
function of the modulating waveform.
2.2.2 Doppler Signal Processing using Fixed Filter.
As a prerequisite for the estimation Of the centre frequency 
of the Doppler signal, the narrow-band noise signal must first be 
extracted from the 'white1 shot noise. In a receiver using a filter 
with fixed centre frequency and bandwidth, the bandwidth must be 
sufficient to include all the vibration-induced excursions of the 
signal, and must therefore exceed that required merely to include a 
Doppler-broadened signal at a constant centre frequency.
In section 2.1, it is stated that the maximum vibrational 
velocity is 5 m/s. From equation 2.2,
= 3.16 MHz/(m/s)
where f^ is Doppler shift frequency 
and v is velocity causing the shift.
Hence the maximum expected peak to peak frequency deviation is 
around 30 MHz.
From section 2.1.3, the proportional bandwidth for a laser
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-3 . ■
Doppler velocimeter is' 4.x 10. . Appendix A shows that the maximum 
Doppler shift frequency due to translational velocity is about 1GHz. 
Therefore the maximum Doppler bandwidth is 4 MHz, which is 0*13 of 
the peak to peak frequency deviation. Thus a receiver with fixed- 
frequency filter (see figure 2.6) would have its signal to noise 
ratio degraded by 9 dB if the filter bandwidth were increased to 
accept a vibration signal, having been set for the Doppler signal 
from a constant-velocity target.
2.2.3 Using a Tracking Filter.
If a filter system with programmable centre frequency,
having bandwidth suitable for the Doppler broadened signal, is
realised, it may be tuned to 1 track* the centre frequency of the
Doppler signal as that frequency is modulated by blade vibration.
In the type of system depicted in figure 2.7, the low pass output
filter is 'seen* by the input as a bandpass filter with centre
frequency equal to the VCO frequency (see figure 2.8). If the VCO
is tracking a narrow-band noise signal whose bandwidth is exceeded
by the double-sided bandwidth of the loop filter, then the VCO frequency
(21)
may be used as an estimate of the mean frequency of the input signal
A filtered version of the signal at the input frequency is not generated
directly, but may be produced from its phase and quadrature components
with respect to the VCO reference, using the system shown in figure 2.9.
(22 23)
This is a tracking version of that filter suggested by Barber 9 .
2.2.4 Synchronous Tracking. *
Synchronous tracking filters are all related to the well- 
known phase lock(ed) loop, or P.L.L., see figure 2.10. The P.L.L. is a
INPUT
►
Frequency or Phase 
Comparator System
o o
Loop
Filter
✓V V  Tracking Loop
Figure 2.7 Tracking Filter,
OUTPUT
VCO
frequency
(a) Output Filter Characteristic
(b) Corresponding Tracking Filter Characteristic, Referred to Input 
Figure 2.8 Tracking Filter Characteristics
Loop filter
Figure 2.9 Tracking Filter with Output at Input Frequency
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Output 1Phase
Detector
■Q Output 2
Figure 2.10 Basic Phase Lock Loop
feedback control system operating on the phase of signals. Basically, 
it contains a phase detector to measure phase error between the input 
signal and a programmable local oscillator signal, a filter which is 
usually linear and time-invariant, and the voltage controlled oscil­
lator (V.C.O.).
The PLL is described, analysed and explained in various 
standard textbooks ^1,25,55)^
Since phase detectors inherently measure phase to modulo 2tt, 
or to modulo 2mr where counting over n cycles is used, excessive phase 
errors cause *cycle slipping1. Recently, this has been investigated 
by solving the Fokker-Planck equation and by various computer 
simulation techniques(27»28).
2.2.4.1 Synchronous Tracking of Narrow Band Noise. .
A narrow band noise signal may be considered as a sinusoid 
at the centre frequency of the noise, with slowly-varying stochastic
34
amplitude and phase
^ b £ n ^  ~ cos + <f>(t)) . . .  . • • • • • • 2.15
where (t) is a band limited stochastic process,
r(t), <J>(t) are independent low pass stochastic processes 
and wc is the angular frequency of the centre of the spectrum
0f Vb£n (t).
The amplitude has a Rayleigh probability distribution and the phase 
has uniform probability distribution. Both have bandwidth equal to 
that of the noise signal. The first derivative of the phase variable 
with respect to time may be identified as the deviation from Of 
the instantaneous frequency of the noise s i g n a l A p p e n d i x  D 
shows that the instantaneous frequency deviation is not independent 
of the amplitude; its magnitude tends to increase as the signal 
amplitude falls. The amplitude and phase variables may be used to
generate a phasor representing the noise signal referred to a frame
(31) .
of reference rotating at or, . The phasor describes a randan walk
with two-dimensional Gaussian probability distribution about the
origin. It is intuitively obvious that the rate of change of phase
is greatest for small values of amplitude, for example, if the amplitude
falls through zero, an instantaneous phase reversal occurs. Such a
rapid change of phase may be expected to cause a synchronous tracking
loop to * lose lockT momentarily, and frequent repetitions would impair
signal tracking.
2.2.5 Asynchronous Tracking
By the use of a frequency sensitive element (figure 2.11) or
35
Input
Figure 2.11 F.M. Feedback
Input
Figure 2.12 Frequency Comparator Loop
a frequency comparator (figure 2.12), it is possible to cause an 
oscillator to track an input, irrespective of phase differences 
between the oscillator output and the input signal. With the former 
method, the frequency discriminator gives an output voltage which rises 
as a monotonic function of frequency over a band of frequencies. The
36
bandpass filter is tuned to the same band of frequencies, centred 
at fQ . The V.C.O. tracks the input frequency with a frequency 
difference approximating to fQ . Since the input phase and the V.C.O. 
phase are changing with respect to each other at rate fQ , their 
effect is negligible. This technique is referred to as F.M. feed­
back.
The latter method is similar in block diagram to the P.L.L. 
and relies for its asynchronous operation on the implementation of 
a frequency comparator whose output is independent of phase difference 
between its inputs. Such a device may be implemented digitally at 
frequencies limited by logic speed, or at higher frequencies by a 
class of systems known generically as quadricorrelators . 
Quadricorrelators have been realised with considerable complexity and 
can be made to behave ideally at low frequencies. Forms with 
distributed components are widely used in microwave equipment.
2.2.6 Summary
Turbine blade vibration frequency modulates laser Doppler 
velocimeter signals with modulation index variable over a very wide 
range. In order to measure the required parameters of the signals, 
the Doppler frequency must be tracked by an oscillator or tuneable 
filter system. It is widely accepted that«isynchronous trackers exceed 
the performance of P.L.L*s when tracking narrow band noise signals, 
such as those produced by a laser Doppler velocimeter. However, I 
have been unable to find any empirical comparison of synchronous and 
asynchronous laser Doppler velocimeter systems in the literature.
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2.3 SURVEY OF TRACKING FILTER DEVELOPMENTS.
2.3.1 Some Recent Developments of Phase Lock Loops.
2.3.1.1 Recent Papers on Conventional P.L.L.s
As PLL systems become widespread in use, often in M.S.I. 
form, there is a constant flow of unoriginal papers and papers 
presenting new approaches to the concepts of P.L.L.s.
(33)
Bernstein and Vacroux , considering the P.L.L. as a 
frequency modulation demodulator from the frequency response approach, 
found a jump phenomenon caused by the non-linearity of the detector.
The phenomenon is analagous to a hydraulic j u m p ^ ^ \  insofar as a 
function which is required to be single-valued becomes three-valued 
over a region (in this case a band of frequencies). The middle value 
is unrealiseable, and the other values may be approached only in one 
direction of the independent variable (see figure 2.13). The question 
of stability of the upper and lower values of G(joj), and whether jump 
phenomena could occur between the two extreme positions and are 
not considered in the reference given, but may have been considered 
by Bernstein in his unpublished Ph.D. thesis.
In section 2.2.4.2 above, it was shown that the open loop 
gain of a conventional P.L.L. is dependent upon input signal amplitude. 
For this reason, most P.L.L.s are preceded by hand limiters so that the 
input to the loop is a constant amplitude square wave. The output of 
the VCO may also be a constant amplitude square wave, but the effect on 
loop performance is marginal. Many analyses simplify calculations by 
specifying a bandpass limiter at the input, so that the signal input is 
a constant amplitude sinusoid plus band-limited noise. Suzuki and
Figure 2.13 PLL Jump Phenomenon
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Namekawa^^ analyse the n^-order P.L.L. without limiter, for an 
amplitude modulated signal. They derive an expression for phase 
error as a function of signal to noise ratio for various modulation
V.
depths for a first order loop and hence the signal to noise ratio 
at the output of a quadrature demodulator for A.M.
2.3.1.2 P.L.L.s with Logic-realised Phase Detectors.
Oberst analysed P.L.L.s with "binary phase comparators"
(00/ Y
(see figure 2.14a) at Bell Laboratories in 1970 * . His method,
working in the time domain with the loop filter characterised by its 
step response, is applicable to arbitrary filters, and he shows specific 
results for phase lag and low pass filters. P.L.L.s with binary phase 
comparators are of interest for three main reasons:
(a) The characteristic is a good approximation to those of small
proportional range detectors, for the consideration of 
acquisition behaviour.
(b) They are near optimal for some situations.
(c) The comparators are easily realised in logic circuitry.
(35)Antsibor et al. , working with coincidence detectors and 
also with simple flip-flop phase detectors (see figure 2.14), considered 
the problem of fmultiple lock1, a stable state occurring when integer 
multiples of the input frequencies coincide. They suggest circuits which 
preclude multiple lock by distinguishing between the range of e (cf>) when 
approaching correct lock and the smaller range when approaching multiple 
lock. This problem only occurs if the V.C.O. is swept through a very 
wide range in the search mode.
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(a) Binary Phase Comparator
For equal mark-space inputs, the frequency division is unnecessary.
e($)
3 tt
l\ \
(b) Coincidence Detector
Assuming equal mark-space inputs.
e(<{>)
fi(wt)
(c) Flip-Flop Detector
Assuming equal mark-space inputs.
Figure 2.14 Logic-implemented Phase Detectors.
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/0£\
Labinger suggests a phase detector sub-system
whereby the signal and reference frequencies clock counters, the
difference number of the two counters being converted into an
analogue voltage and filtered to give a mean voltage proportional
N-l
to phase error up to 2 cycles, where N is the number of counter 
bits (see figure 2.15). This complicated system behaves as a 
flip-flop detector with prescaled inputs, except that deviations 
of practical flip-flops from the ideal are avoided.
2.3.1.3 Sampled P.L.L.s
These received a great deal of attention in the early days 
of NTSC colour television. They are used in all colour television 
systems to regenerate a colour sub-carrier reference signal from the 
reference carrier burst at the beginning of each line.
. (37)F.M. Gardner, m  a letter to Proc. I.E.E.E. , presents
a design technique whereby a sampled system may be represented on
Bode plots to investigate its stability. The technique depends upon
the designer's experience to select a suitable loop gain, then leads
to the corresponding phase and gain margins.
(38)
B.R. Eisenberg develops a model for a synchronously 
gated sampled P.L.L., and derives its static behaviour, dynamic responses 
and acquisition behaviour. He compares the gated loop (which tracks 
reference bursts) with continuous loops (which track continuous signals). 
The model gives results which compare accurately with measurements from 
a laboratory simulation of a gated loop. Eisenberg does not consider 
the effects of noise upon the loop, or even calculate the noise bandwidth.
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2.3.1.4 Digital P.L.L.s
In aerospace command and telemetry links, there are 
requirements for loops to work on low carrier to noise P.S.K. 
signals. Since the modulating information is digital and since the 
bandwidths: required are very narrow, many workers on aerospace projects 
use digital loops.
Holmes of the Jet Propulsion laboratory in Pasadena describes
(28)
a P.L.L. with two interesting features . The internal reference 
signal, instead of being generated by a voltage programmable oscillator, 
comes from a constant frequency oscillator, the phase of the signal 
being incremented in such a direction as to reduce the phase error, 
see figure 2.16.
The reference signal may be incremented in phase by ± 2tt/R 
for each correction signal. The loop periodically compares the phase 
of the internal reference signal with that of the incoming signal, and 
an A.D.C. generates a number corresponding to the phase error. The 
loop filtering is done by accumulating a number of samples before 
producing a correction signal. Since the reference is corrected by 
phase, not frequency, there is no hidden integration in this loop.
Random walk techniques are used to analyse the behaviour of the loop 
in the presence of white Gaussian noise.
Cessna and Levy, working on satellite telemetry systems at
the University of Iowa in 1970, developed a system comparable with that
. (39)
of Holmes, using more sophisticated sequential filters . Two non­
linear filters are presented (see figure 2.17): The Random Walk filter
produces a correction signal when the number of phase errors in one
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direction since the last correction exceeds that in the other 
direction by a number, and the N before M filter produces 
a correction signal if the rate at which errors in one direction 
occur exceeds the rate at which errors in the other direction occur 
by a set proportion.
2.3.2 Frequency Discriminations and Comparators
2.3.2.1 Digital Sequence Detectors
B r o w n a n d  subsequently L i n d h a v e  designed logic 
systems which compare the phase and frequency of two inputs and hence 
generate two output signals to respectively raise and lower the local 
oscillator frequency. If one frequency greatly exceeds the other, one 
output is low for most of the time and the other is approximately a 
square wave. As the frequencies approach each other, the outputs 
become complicated until the frequencies are equal, when the appropriate 
output is high for the interval, during each period, between the two 
inputs. A similar system is used in the widely-used MOS integrated
(53)
circuit 4046, in the section referred to as "phase comparator II" •
(42) .
Sanders described in February 1972 the use in a Hewlett 
Packard programmable spectrum analyser of a "frequency-phase detector" 
which produces an output proportional to phase difference over a 
range ± rnr, and in its frequency detector mode produces a constant 
voltage with sign dependent upon that of the frequency difference. A 
second output, the state of which depends upon the mode in which the 
detector is operating, enables external loop circuitry to be switched 
between agile and stable conditions. Unfortunately, more details of
46
2NLead
2N Stage
Bidirectional
Counter
Preset 
to l\lDownLag
Advance
(a) Random Walk Filter
Retard
Lead
AdvanceLag
(b) N before M Filter N^ M ^ 2 N
Figure 2.17 Digital Filters.
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this system are not readily available.
2.3.2.2 Quadricorrelators.
The term quadricorrelator was coined by Richman in 1954,
. . (32)
when he was working on N.T.S.C. colour synchronization . The 
input signal is multiplied by in-phase and quadrature local oscillator 
signals, frequency dependency is introduced by delays or differentiation, 
and the correlation of the result gives a feedback voltage (or output 
signal) which is dependent upon the frequency difference between the 
input and the local oscillator. The sign of the feedback voltage 
changes as the sign of the frequency difference changes. The feed­
back voltage may also depend upon the relative phases of the two 
signals, as in Richman1s own system where a component at twice the 
error frequency is present, but is removed by the loop filter. The 
operation of the quadricorrelator is considered in more detail in
appendix E
i(t)
C O S  U) t
y(t) e(t)Input
x(t)
A cos wt
sin w t
q(t-T )
Figure 2.18 Delay Quadricorrelator
90
F(s)
delay
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The quadricorrelator using delays (see figure 2.18) 
occurs with various names in several fields.' It is easily realised 
in microwave technology, where it is used to control unstable 
oscillator frequencies.
Referring to figure 2.18 and neglecting double frequency
terms:
i(t) = j A cos (a) - wQ)t ................. .. 2.16
q(t) - J A sin (to - w )t ............. .. 2.17
e(t) = i (t - t ) q(t)
2 .
® \A cos (to - u> )(t-- t) sin (w - wo)t
Hence, neglecting double error frequency terms:
2
e(t) = JA sin ((to - to )t - (to - to ) (t - x))o o
= JA^ sin ((to - toQ)x) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.18
Thus, for a sinusoidal input, the delay time replaces the
differentiation time (in equation E-5) as a proportional range factor,
By inspection, for the loop to work,
IT
to - to >  9 10O ZT • • • • • • • • • • • • •  Z • J. «7
There seem to be no reports of delay quadricorrelators 
using the symmetrical type of arrangement due to Wilmshurst (see 
below and reference 47), which might be interesting. The lack of 
interest in such systems might be due to the ease with which double 
error frequency terms are filtered out.
The delay quadricorrelator should not be confused with the
• • . (43-46)
delay locked loop* used in ranging equipment . T h e  delay locked
loop is an extension of the phase locked loop, operating upon psendo-
random binary sequence signals.
. . (47)Durrani, Greated and Wilmshurst have described a
J
quadricorrelator system using a feedback signal (i q + q 1) which 
gives amplitude - squared weighting to an amplitude - modulated 
input signal. Comparing this system, shown in figure 2.19, with 
a simple quadricorrelator, the feedback signal contains no double 
error frequency components and contains 3 dB more of the DC 
component proportional to error frequency, at the expense of 
increased equipment complexity. The loop filter design is not 
greatly affected by the change.
In 1974, Durrani and Greated published an analysis of a 
frequency - tracking laser anenometer, deriving the autocorrelation 
function and expectation of the instantaneous frequency error for 
constant velocity-(30),
2.3.2.3 Tuned Discriminators and Frequency Modulation Feedback
The only recent work in the discriminator field which seems 
at all interesting is the analysis of active networks with Butterworth- 
type maximally linear frequency discriminator characteristics. Joseph's 
letter to the Proceedings of the I.E.E.E. in December 1971, describes 
such a network and refers to earlier papers on the same topic.
The analysis of frequency tracking systems using discriminators
as frequency-to-voltage convertors, and a comparison for periodic signals
of such F.M.F.B. systems with P.L.L. fs was published in a textbook by
(49)
Klapper and Frankie .
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2.3.3 Summary
The system limitations inherent in the multiplier phase 
detector P.L.L. apply in modified forms to all P.L.L.Ts, more 
complicated phase detectors giving improved range. There seems 
to be a steady flow of ingenious alternative phase detectors, each 
filling some position in the trade-off spectrum between simplicity 
and performance.
Workers in America have extended early work on synchronous 
communication very considerably during the NASA programme. By com­
parison, the study of asynchronous tracking systems seems to be far 
less complete. There has been little work on the responses of such
(30)
systems to non-deterministic signals. Although Durrani and Greated 
have analysed the asynchronous tracking of L.D.V. signals, they do 
not in that paper consider responses to frequency modulated or in­
terrupted signals.
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CHAPTER 3
ELECTRONIC GENERATION OF LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETER SIGNALS.
3.1 REASONS FOR ELECTRONIC SIMULATION.
The work described here followed a project to develop an 
optical interferometer for the measurement of vibrations on moving 
o b j e c t s T h e  optical instrument was built and used to measure 
vibrations on a high speed dummy turbine wheel driven by an electric 
motor. During the final stages of the project, the turbine bearings 
seized up and became inoperable. This necessitated a choice between 
rebuilding the turbine to generate signals mechanically-optically, or 
generating similar signals electronically. The signals were required 
for the empirical comparison of alternative tracking loops and the 
development of signal processing equipment to be associated with the 
optical instrument.
3.1.1 Mechanical-Optical Arrangement
The model turbine used by Kulczyk was a large, steel turbine 
disc fitted with two blades and mounted in a vacuum housing. This was 
rotated at up to 15,000 r.p.m. using a motor controlled by a Ward 
Leonard set.
The turbine bearings seized up after a protracted run at top 
speed, and the failure of subsequent attempts to remove the damaged 
bearings from the turbine shaft precluded replacement(50,51)^ Despite 
careful mechanical design, the interferometer used by Kulczyk required 
continual re-adjustment^, see section 5.6. It is believed that the
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adjustment of interferometers requires considerable expertise 
in the field of coherent optics. It is clear that an electronic 
simulator would be much more convenient for the purposes t^ f the 
present study.
3.1.2 Concepts of Electronic Generation
The signal from Kulczyk1s interferometer was a narrow 
band stochastic process such as may be generated electronically by 
passing white Gaussian noise through a band pass filter, or syn­
thesised using the system of figure 3.1
From Appendix D, equation D.l,
V (t) = x(t) cos a) (t) + y(t) sin co (t) .     3.1
H c c
x(t) and y(t) are low pass Gaussian distributed stochastic processes
which must be uncorrelated for the resultant signal V (t) to have then
properties of narrow band noise. If the multiplying sinusoids are not 
accurately in quadrature, the effect on the output is equivalent to 
that of non-zero correlation of x(t) and y(t). The effect of unequal 
amplitudes of the two components is similar. Thus the system components 
must be accurately constructed and controlled in order to generate the 
required output. The bandwidth of the output noise signal is defined 
by the two low pass filters. If the bandwidth is to be held in constant 
proportion to the oscillator frequency, then both low pass filters must 
be programmable to maintain the balance of the signal components.
. • ' ’ ■■■ • f
It seems to be more practical to attempt to generate narrow
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x(t)o o
90
y(t)
--
OO
figure 3.1 Synthesis of Bandpass noise from Lowpass noise
Factors
Fixed Frequency 
Narrow Band Noise
Variable Frequency 
Deterministic Signal
L.P. Filter Response
Product
Lower Sideband Upper Sideband
Variable
Frequency
Narrowband
Noise
Figure 3.2 Generation",of Variable Centre Frequency Narrow Band Noise
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band noise with programmable centre frequency using a bandpass filter 
realisation than using the synthesis technique. Narrow band noise 
with fixed centre frequency is easily obtainable by passing white 
noise through a bandpass filter. Fixed-frequency narrow band noise 
multiplied by a variable-frequency periodic signal gives two narrow 
band noise sidebands, either of which may be selected by filters 
(see figure 3.2). The bandwidth of the noise signal can be varied 
by controlling the bandwidth of one filter, without problems of 
balance. The requirements on the filters to select one sideband are 
considered in section 3.2.
3.1.3 Summary
j
The mechanical-optical arrangement of the turbine and laser 
Doppler velocimeter is cumbersome and requires considerable skilled 
operation. The characteristic features of the signal are not readily 
controllable to provide standard test signals for signal processing 
systems. By contrast, the parameters of an electronically generated 
signal may be controlled at the turn of a knob, or the characteristics 
of the signal greatly altered at will by reconnection of the generating 
system. Also, considering the fact that the available expertise was 
in electronics rather than optics, electronic generation of signals such 
as would be produced by a laser Doppler velocimeter was selected in 
preference to refurbishing the interferometer and model turbine.
3.2 SYSTEM DESIGN
The requirements of a Doppler simulator, schematically 
summarised in figure 3.7, are considered in this section. The details 
of the various system elements follow in section 3.3.
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3.2.1 Relation between filter parameters and frequency selection
Consider a band limited spectrum with fixed centre frequency 
f, and fixed bandwidth 2B. This is to be mixed with a sinusoid of 
frequency f^ y f£ being variable between a lower bound of f^^ and an 
upper bound of 2^2' ^ne the sidebands is to be isolated by a fixed 
filter with a finite transition band between pass band and stop band.
The width of the transition band is proportional to its centre frequency, 
referred to as the transition frequency ffc (see figure 3.3).
Pass
Band
Transition
Band
Stop
Band
--- 1Lou) Pass 
Filter Response 
(selects lower 
sideband)
(l-a) f (l+a) f
Stop
Band
Transition
Band
Pass
Band1
High Pass 
Filter Response 
(selects upper 
sideband)
0
(l-a) f
Figure 3.3 Filter Specification Parameters
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The constant of proportionality (2a) is related to filter design; 
increasing the number of sections allows a to be reduced. The two 
^signals to be mixed and the resultant sidebands are depicted schematically 
in the frequency domain in figure 3.4.
Since a double balanced mixer rejects the input fundamental 
by 30-50 dB when the drive conditions are optimised, consideration of 
the filter specification need not include attention to f^• For separa­
tion of the signals, the lower sideband must not contain components at 
higher frequencies than (l-a) ffc and the upper sideband must not contain 
components at lower frequencies than (l+a) ft.
f22 ” + B S (l-a) ffc . . . . . . .  . . . . . . 3.2
f2^ + f^ ” B > (l+a)     3.3
• • f22 - f21 * 2 <fl - B - a V  • * • • - * • • • • 3’4
Considering the variation of f^ as frequency modulation, with peak 
deviation Af:
f22 " f21 " 2 if
• • Af ^ *^1 — B — a f . • • •  • » » »  . « . . .  3.5
This analysis makes the assumption that the band limited signal is in 
a lower frequency range than the FM signal. The resulting limit for 
the opposite situation is similar.
Introducing values derived in section 3.3 into this expression, 
the implications become apparent. Narrow band noise is generated at 
12 MHz centre frequency with 4 MHz maximum bandwidth (see section 2.1.3).
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•It is to be mixed to 1 GHz centre frequency. For a typical inexpensive 
filter, the parameter a is of the order of 0 .1.
Af £ 12 - 4 - 1000 x 0.1
Since Af is positive definite, this requirement cannot be met directly. 
The problem may be solved by multiple conversion, at the cost of 
increased complexity and increased numbers of spurious products (see 
section 3.3.5). Consider a first mix with a fixed oscillator at 
frequency ffc (Af = 0)
0 $ 8 - f ^  a 
for a = 0.1, f ^  $ 80 MHz.
If a a low pass filter is used (see figure 3.5), the upper sideband and 
all upper harmonic products may be suppressed, leaving only the break­
through of the fundamental to consider in selection of mixer drive condi­
tions (see section 3.3.5).
Narrow Band 
Noise Source
ml
Figure 3.5 First Conversion
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The lower sideband noise signal selected in this way is
more suitable than the 12 MHz signal for subsequent mixing with a
variable frequency (Af ^ 0), the constraint expressed in equation 3.5 
having been relaxed. The problem is considered in more detail in 
section 3.3.6.
3.2.2 Power Level Control
bandwidth, it is generated by passing white noise through a variable 
bandwidth filter, with the result that the power level is a function 
of the bandwidth. The power level is also affected by any changes in 
gain as a function of bandwidth of the filter. Since the simulated 
laser system represents a fixed power source, the total signal power 
is independant of the variable spectrum width.
Thus some method of power control is required. The obvious method is 
to measure the power level and use it to control an attenuator, making 
a closed loop power control system, see figure 3.6 .
3.2.3 Output Arrangement
the passage of the blades through the laser Doppler velocimeter beam.
Since the narrow band noise is required to have variable
•OO
S (f) d f = P = const
The signal may be interrupted by an R.F. switch to simulate
Since non-linearity in the switch may introduce spurious harmonics, the
switch is put in front of the final low pass filter
61
variable bandiuidth 
variable power density 
Input Signal
Variable bandwidth 
constant power 
output signal
Set constant
Figure 3.6 Power Control System,
3.2.4 System Definition Summary
White noise is amplified to a convenient signal level in 
broad bandpass amplifiers, filtered in a variable bandwidth filter, 
and then amplified or attenuated by a power control loop. It is 
multiplied by a fixed frequency sinusoid, and one sideband selected 
to give band limited noise with variable bandwidth, constant power 
and high centre frequency. This signal is then multiplied by a 
frequency modulated sinusoid, sampled, and one of the sidebands 
selected by a filter as before. This gives the required signal. 
Figure 3.7 is the block diagram of the system. As shown in section 
2.1.3, the bandwidth of the signal should track its centre frequency, 
so a linearising network relates the filter programming voltage to 
the VCO control voltage.
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3.3 REALISATION OF SIMULATOR
3.3.1 Band limited Noise Source
It was required to generate band limited noise with 
sensibly Gaussian amplitude distribution and bandwidth as wide as 
the maximum of the programmable bandpass filter (see section 3.3.2). 
Since the signal was required at a suitable level for signal proces­
sing, nominally 0 dBm, bandpass filter-amplifiers were used to 
amplify low level noise. Conceptually, the gain required is minimised 
if shot noise is amplified, since an excess noise ratio of 0-20 dB is 
easily obtainable over a wide frequency range using a noise diode. 
However, the amplifiers used (Decca IF 12-6P and IF 12-6) had sufficient 
gain to amplify thermal noise up to such an amplitude that harmonic 
distortion of the output became significant, so a noise diode was un­
necessary. The specification of the amplifiers is:
Centre Frequency 12 MHz
Bandwidth 6 MHz
Pre-Amplifier Gain 55 dB
Power Amplifier Gain, variable 25-55 dB 
Pre-Amplifier Noise Figure 3 dB
Pre-Amplifier Maximum Output 0 dBm 
Power Amplifier Maximum Output +10 dBm
A signal of Gaussian probability density function has 
infinite peak amplitude and in practice the actual peak signal will 
be several times the r.m.s. level. Thus the harmonic distortion with 
a noise signal rises in a more complicated and less abrupt way with 
increasing power than would be the case for a sinusoidal signal.
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The amplifiers were connected in cascade, with a matched 
resistive termination on the pre-amplifier input and a back-to-back 
connector between the amplifiers to minimise stray radiation fields 
from interconnections. The power rails were separately series 
stabilised and decoupled with capacitors selected for series self- 
reasonance at 12 MHz. No problems with instability were encountered.
The harmonic content of the output was measured using the 
set-up depicted in figure 3.8. The second harmonic content was -40 dB 
with respect to the fundamental when the total output power was -8.8 dBm. 
The distortion increased rapidly with increasing gain, especially that 
contributing to higher-order harmonics. The allowable level for second 
harmonic distortion depends upon the frequency response of the pro­
grammable bandpass filter, considered in the next section.
Spectrum 
Analyser 
HP 8552/3B
IF 12-6IF 12-6P
Bolometer 
HP 430C
Figure 3.8 Measurement of Harmonic Distortion in Output of I.F. 
Amplifiers.
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3.3.2 Programmable Bandpass Filter
3.3.2.1 Specification
The programmable bandpass filter (P.B.P.F.) was required to 
define the bandwidth of a noise signal so that it might be held at 
a constant proportion of the centre frequency (see section 2.1.3).
The constant of proportionality was defined by the optical system
-3 .to be 4 x 10 . The centre frequency was to be defined by a voltage
controlled oscillator, and the corresponding control voltage would 
be available (see figure 3.7). The maximum Doppler frequency was 
1 GHz, so the maximum bandwidth required was 4 MHz. The minimum 
bandwidth required was undefined, but it seemed to improve the 
flexibility of the instrument if the control range on bandwidth, and 
therefore on turbine wheel speed, were large. A control range of 
10:1 corresponds to a minimum bandwidth of 400 kHz.
3.3.2.2 Alternative Systems
A bandpass filter with fixed centre frequency and variable 
bandwidth may be achieved by cascading a high-pass and a low-pass 
filter, both with programmable corner frequency (figure 3.9a), or by 
varying the damping factor in a second order resonant system (figure 
3.9b).
The first solution requires control of two circuit elements 
if the centre frequency is to be held constant. However, by modification 
of the control law relating VCO frequency to PBPF bandwidth, one of these 
variable elements may be fixed, the change in centre frequency of the 
filter being added to the change in VCO frequency.
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AL su
1+
Re(s)
H(s)
+ 0)
Poles of H(s)
(a) Transfer Function of cascaded Filters
Y(s) = 1 + r  + s c 
R Ls
Z(jo)) =
w + j / (0* C - 1 \ 
R \ L/
Im(s)
Re(s)
Roles of Z(s)
(b) Driving Point Function of Damped Resonance
Figure 3.9 Alternative Realizations of Programmable Bandpass Filter
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The frequency probability distribution, and therefore 
the spectrum of a Doppler broadened signal is Gaussian for a 
Gaussian beam. The modulus of the transfer function of the former 
solution is not such a good approximation to Gaussian as the 
modulus of the driving point function of the latter.
The variation of the gain-bandwidth product of the filter 
with bandwidth is of interest, since the power level of the resultant 
signal must be controlled, and the power spectral density of the 
input to the filter is uniformly distributed over the frequency range 
of interest. The midband gain of the first alternative is constant, 
whereas that of a resonant circuit proportional to Q. The equivalent 
noise bandwidth of a resonant circuit is analysed in appendix F, and 
shown to be independant of Q for high Q.
3.3.2.3 Realisation of Programmable Bandpass Filter
Taking these considerations into account, a resonant filter 
was selected, the programmable damping to be provided by a field effect 
transistor shunted across part or all of the inductance, depending on 
the impedance range of the field effect transistor. In order to 
minimise breakthrough, the input was coupled capacitively and the 
output inductively, as in figure 3.10, or vice versa.
In order to achieve significant rejection, two filter sections 
were used, isolated by a common base amplifier. The amplifier was 
also connected as a long-tailed pair so that a wide range of attenuation 
could be introduced by varying the voltage between the transistor bases, 
see figure 3.11» page 69.
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0/P 
Low Z
Figure 3.10 Parallel Resonant Filter with Programmable Damping
Starting with an optimisation estimate for the attainable 
Q of the resonant circuits, a programmable bandpass filter (P.B.P.F.) 
was constructed with a centre frequency of 60 MHz. After considerable 
development effort, it was decided that the minimum bandwidth achieveable 
at this centre frequency was not sufficiently less than 4 MHz to give 
an appreciable control range, and that the gain achieveable without 
instability was unexpectedly low. A new centre frequency of 12 MHz was 
chosen, to take advantage of the availability if inductance assemblies 
designed for 10.7 MHz. At maximum gain, the gain of the amplifier is 
controlled by the turns ratio of the coupling windings,, the common base 
stage simply providing voltage isolation. The circuit diagram of the 
P.B.P.F. is shown in figure 3.11. The control law relating bandwidth 
to the gate voltage on the field effect transistor was investigated using 
the system in figure 3.12a and is plotted in figure 3.12b.
3.3.3 Power Detector
Since the signal is non-deterministic, with Gaussian proba­
bility distribution function, a square-law detector is required to 
enable the mean power level to be controlled. Square law detectors 
may be implemented using the following square-law or qua si-square-1 aw
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devices:
(i) PN junction (diode or emitter-base)
(ii) Field effect transistor
(iii) Integrated circuit multiplier
There are various problems and advantages associated with each type 
of device.
3.3,3.1 Diode Detectors
The current through a p-n junction is given by the well
-e is electronic charge 
V is forward applied voltage 
k is Boltzmann’s constant 
T is absolute temperature
kT
Since, at room temperature = 25 mV 
define a =
25mV
and expand the exponential into a power series.
known rectifier equation
i ~ iQ (exp ( " 1 ) 3.6
where iQ is leakage current for device
3.7
Summing the currents through two matched diodes with antiphase 
voltages applied, see figure 3.13, cancels the linear and other
73
V
Figure 3.13 Diode Power Detection
odd-power components.
4
I - 2 i ( 
o
2
a
21 + 7T +
2n
• • • • 3.8
4 . . . 2 4!
The term in a and subsequent terms are negligible if a << 2T  = ^
in which case I «  12 i
The leakage current i^ for most silicon devices is very 
small. The use of large area devices with higher leakage current 
is precluded by the excessive junction capacitance. If the p-n 
junctions used are the base-emitter junctions of transistors, the 
current gain of the transistors assists measurement of the resultant 
current, but the technique is still not very effective.
Several detectors with various phase splitters, drivers and 
post-detection amplifiers were constructed, but no useful performance 
was achieved with silicon or germanium junctions.
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3.3.3.2 Field Effect Transistor Detector
The characteristic of a junction field effect transistor 
is a square law: \
XD ~ XDSS
1 - GS • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3.9
at constant V^g
where 1^ is drain current
I_cc is drain current for V = 0  JJbo ub
Vgg is gate voltage measured with respect to source 
Vp is pinch-off voltage
For an N- channel junction field effect transistor,
VP « VGS 5 °
In order to implement a two quadrant power detector, two field effect 
transistors could be connected with their channels in parallel, and 
voltages and applied to their gates such that
VG1 = V1 + VS 
VG2 = V2 " VS
. . . . .  . «  • . « . . *  3«10
where Vg is signal voltage
Vi» V2 are offset voltages.
For parallel connection, total current I is given by:
I = I D 1 + 1
DSSl
r 2 V + V -,2 r V - V n2
L 1 "  vp i ]  + hssi L 1 "  vp2 ]  • • 3,11
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Where I^gg and Vp are suffixed by the number of the transistor
referred to. If the offsets are adjusted so that
and
Then I
LDSS1
3.12
However, both these adjustments would be critical and susceptible 
to thermal drift.
3.3.3.3 Integrated Circuit Power Detector
The feasibility of an integrated circuit power detector 
was rejected, until after considerable effort had been expended on 
diode detectors, because of the general impression that function 
generators and multipliers using bipolar integrated circuit technology 
were severely limited in frequency response (e.g. Burr-Brown R.M.S. to 
D.C. convertor, type 4340, new July 1973, maximum input 20 kHz with 
full external compensation) and because of the initial aim to 60 MHz 
centre frequency (see section 3.3.2). The unsatisfactory results 
achieved with diode detectors lead to a revision of the field, and 
the possibility of using an integrated multiplier as a squarer was noted.
The Motorola wideband monolithic four quadrant multiplier type 
MCX495L has a "transconductance bandwidth" of 80 MHz (typical, -3dB 
point, driving 50 ohm resistive load). This device operates internally 
largely on signal currents rather than voltages, and a differential 
current output is available with very wide bandwidth. If the load is 
increased, the output bandwidth is reduced considerably (e.g. 3 MHz,
76
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typical -3dB point into 11 kft) by output capacitance. The 
dependance of the bandwidth on output load is significant in 
that, in conjunction with the circuit diagram for the device, it 
implies that the pre-multiplication bandwidth is always equal to 
the (wide) transconductance bandwidth. Thus the power at high 
input frequencies ( < 80 MHz) will be correctly measured, but rapid 
fluctuations in the signal power will be smoothed at the output.
Both inputs of a MC1495L were driven via a common collector 
stage to isolate the signal line from detector loading. The differential 
current output was fed into a transimpedance amplifier. The circuit 
diagram is shown in figure 3.14 and the transfer characteristic of the 
power detector is plotted in figure 3.15. There is no appreciable 
variation of transfer gain over the operating range 8-15 MHz.
3.3.3.4 Power Control Loop
The integrated circuit power detector described in section
3.3.3.3 having been selected for its superior performance, the output 
power of the programmable bandpass filter (see section 3.3.2) required 
further amplification to raise it to the operating level of the power 
detector. This was done using a broadband video amplifier, described 
in section 3.3.4. The power control loop was then closed by attenuating, 
limiting and smoothing the output of the detector transimpedance 
amplifier, and applying the result to one of the bases of the long­
tailed pair in the programmable bandpass filter. The other base being 
grounded, this introduced a wide range of attenuation (40 dB).
As an estimate of the overall closed loop gain, the power 
control loop was fed from the I.F. amplifiers, and the range of input
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noise power variation corresponding to a change of 0.5 dB in the 
output was measured for various settings of filter bandwidth, see 
figure 3.16. The results are plotted in figure 3.17.
3.3.4 Video Amplifier
The video amplifier was required to have a gain of at least 
30 dB and a frequency response flat over twice the centre frequency of 
the signal. The Motorola monolithic wideband amplifier MC1410 was 
selected as the basic amplification component, and a discrete output 
stage was added to enable the amplifier to produce a high peak output 
level into a 50 ohm load. The circuit diagram is shown in figure 3.18.
The circuit layout was carefully arranged to minimise the signal path 
length and decoupling impedances.
The gain of the amplifier is 31 dB. Its frequency response 
is flat ± 0.2 dB to 20 MHz and falls 3 dB at 37 MHz. The maximum 
sinusoidal output level, for -20 dB of the largest harmonic, is +9.4 dBm. 
The maximum narrow band noise output level, measured the same way, is 
+ 0.6 dBm. The difference is due to the difference in probability distri­
bution function between the signals.
3.3.5 ' Mixers
Two high performance balanced mixers were available, Tekelec 
Airtronic type AS1303. These use Schottky barrier diodes and cover the 
frequency range 3 MHz to lCGHz. Two Hatfield mixers, type 1750, covering 
500 kHz to 300 MHz were also available. The circuit diagram of a balanced 
mixer is shown in figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.19 Double Balanced Mixer
The mixer is required to generate only the sum and difference 
frequencies of the two input signals. It is designed to maximise the 
isolation of the input frequencies from the output port and to minimise 
the levels of spurious intermodulation products at the output. Isolation 
and intermodulation distortion vary with input frequencies, drive levels 
and the orientation of the mixer (i.e. which port is used for which 
function). Mismatch of diode characteristics and capacitances, asymmetry 
of the transformers about the centre taps and stray reactances reduce 
the isolation and increase intermodulation distortion.
Isolation tend to fall with increasing frequency. The isolation 
between the RF and IF ports is poor compared to that between LO and either 
of the other ports.
If two signals are to be mixed to give products which are not 
below the cut-off frequency of the transformers, the output is taken from 
the LO port. The higher level input drives the IF port, where it .'sees'
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a non-linear impedance, and the other input is fed into the RF port, 
which presents an impedance of approximately 50 ohms. If a low 
frequency output is required, as in a phase detector application 
(see chapter 4), the two inputs are fed to the LO and RF ports, and 
the output is taken from the IF port.
The ratio of the level of the smaller input signal to the 
level of the required output signal is referred to as the conversion 
loss of the mixer. It is typically slightly less than 6 dB, increasing 
if insufficient drive is applied to the high-level input port. There 
is an optimum signal level for the maximum ratio of required to spurious 
products, but if the output of a mixer is filtered and then passed with­
out amplification to a second mixer, the conversion loss of the first 
mixer and the insertion loss of the filter cause the signal levels at 
the two mixers to differ considerably. Near-optimum conditions may be 
attained empirically by adjustment of drive levels and mixer orientation.
3.3.6 Multiple Frequency Conversion
From section 3.2.1, equation 6 and the subsequent discussion, 
it follows that the 12 MHz narrow band noise signal must be converted 
to a fixed centre frequency not exceeding 80 MHz in the first conversion.
A low pass filter, Microphase part number LT 50 CC, with pass 
band up to 50 MHz (-0.3 dB) and stop band extending from 85 to 250 MHz 
(-60 dB) was available. With the first local oscillator at 62 MHz, a 
lower sideband at 50 MHz was generated with unwanted responses 35 dB down. 
From equation 3.5,
Af < f^ - B - a f ■
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where Af is the FM peak deviation of the multiplying signal,
is the centre frequency of the bandpass input,
B is the bandwidth of the bandpass input
and (1 ± a)ffc are the edges of the pass and stop bands of the filter. 
Putting in the values for the 50 MHz sideband as the input signal, we 
have
Af < 50 - 3 - 1000 a
Since a is not likely to be less than 0.047, the process must be 
repeated. A low pass filter, Microphase part number LT 300 CC, was 
available. This had a pass band up to 300 MHz and a stop band extending 
upwards from 510 MHz. The second mixing frequency was 360 MHz, selected 
for optimum suppression of the unwanted sideband. A high pass filter 
with transition frequency at 170 MHz was used to suppress spurious low- 
frequency signals and the drive level to the second mixer was optimised 
for maximum ratio of wanted signal to the highest unwanted components.
A particularly troublesome fourth-order product occurred at (350-3x50) MHz. 
The final spectrum had a 26 dB ratio of signal to unwanted signals and 
noise. Figure 3.20 is a photograph of the spectrum displayed on a 
Hewlett Packard type 8551B/852A spectrum analyser.
This signal was then mixed with the frequency modulated output 
of the voltage controlled oscillator (see section 3.3.7) at 1.31 GHz 
centre frequency, and the lower sideband selected using a 1 GHz low-pass 
filter, see figure 3.21.
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310 MHz Wanted Signal
Fi £u re 3.20 Spectrum of Out put from Second Convers ion 
Vertical Scale: 10 dB/division (0.8cm)
Horizontal Scale: 30 MHz/division (0.8cm)
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Fi -;ure 3.21 Spectrum of Uninterrupted Output olT _Sinmlator
Equivalent Vibration: 1 kHz sinusoid
Sweep Data: 0.1 sec/division
10 MHz/division
Centre Frequency 1 GHz
Base Line Reference ”70 dBm
Vertical Scale 10 dB/division
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3.3.7 Voltage Controlled Oscillator and Driver
A range of octave tunable Omni-Spectra voltage controlled 
oscillators were available, covering the frequency range from 125 MHz 
to 2 GHz with four units. The typical output power was approximately 
200 mW, and varied slightly over the tuning range. The tuning and 
amplitude stability were adversely affected by impedance mismatch at 
the output, so mismatched loads, such as mixers, were fed via attenuators 
to reduce reflection. The control laws of the oscillators are plotted 
in figure 3.22.
Since the tuning voltage required for the V.C.O.s was in­
convenient (-10v to -60v), a driver amplifier was designed and built 
to operate over the required range. For linearity and accuracy, an 
integrated operational amplifier and discrete high voltage output 
stage were included in one feedback loop, but poles introduced by the 
output stage caused instability, so the high voltage stage was taken 
outside the loop and degeneration applied to it separately.
The bandwidth of the programmable bandpass filter described 
in section 3.3.2 (q.v.) is required to be proportional to the centre 
frequency of the output signal, which is separated from the V.C.O. 
frequency by a constant difference. The control voltage for the 
programmable bandpass filter is therefore derived from that for the 
V.C.O., the law relating the two voltages depending on the control 
laws of the V.C.O. and the filter, and on the relation between the 
system frequencies. The required voltage relation was derived using 
a graphical technique, illustrated in figure 3.23.
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Figure 3.23 ' Graphical Technique Relating Control Laws
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Starting in the second quadrant of figure 3.23 (q.v.), 
the programmable bandpass filter control law is plotted over the 
whole control range. The voltage controlled oscillator control 
law is plotted similarly in the fourth quadrant, so that all four 
semi-axes are now defined, two in voltage and two in frequency. In 
practice, suppressed zeros are used. If the control voltages were 
not negative definite, offset zero plots could be used.
In the first quadrant, using the scales defined by the 
frequency-voltage control laws, a straight line is plotted corresponding 
to the relation
B = K f
c
= K (f ± f .)     . . . . . 3.13
vco f
where B is bandwidth of Doppler broadened signal
K is Doppler broadening proportional bandwidth, derived in 
section 2.1.3 
f£ is centre frequency of the output signal 
fvco is voltage controlled oscillator frequency 
f^ is fixed centre frequency of narrow band noise to be mixed 
with V.C.O. output.
Using these three graphical relations, the control voltage relation is 
derived as follows:
For a value (A) of PBPF control voltage, reading from the 
point B, the corresponding value (C) of signal bandwidth is found. From 
the point D on the linear relation, the required VCO frequency is E, 
hence from point F the tuning voltage must be G. Plotting from A and G
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gives a position H, whose locus defines the required relation between 
control voltages.
For simplicity in the constructed hardware, the drive 
circuit is designed to enable a straight-line approximation to this 
relation to be obtained by adjustment of two potentiometers (see 
figure 3.24. By slightly more sophisticated circuitry, the two 
adjustments could be made non-interactive. It will be seen from 
figure 3.24, that part of the same design is used to drive a voltage 
controlled oscillator in a tracking loop described in chapter 4.
3.3.8 Radio Frequency Switch
3.3.8.1 Switch Development
There were available Schottky barrier ("Hot Carrier") diodes 
type FH1100 which are intended primarily as tuner mixing diodes, but 
which are also suitable for switching and sampling gate applications.
The diodes had the following specification:
Maximum Power Dissipation lOOmW
Minimum Breakdown Voltage 5 V
Maximum Capacitance at 1 MHz, Ov 1 pF
Stored Charge at 1^ = 10mA 1.6 pC
In the interests of simplicity, it was decided to use a balanced
series-parallel configuration as in figure 3.25. A positive bias turns 
diode 1 off and diode 2 on, thereby adding considerable attenuation to 
the signal path. Negative bias turns the switch on, the bias current
94
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(b) Circuit Diagram
Figure 3.25 Schottky Diode Switch
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for diode 1 flowing through choke L.
Decoupled resistors in series with L and diode 2 were used 
to control the forward bias current through one diode for a given 
reverse voltage across the other. The choke L, and a similar choke 
through which the bias was applied, were selected for parallel reso­
nance at the operating frequency of the switch. The measurement 
set-up diagram and a photograph of the test jig are shown in figure 
3.26. Parallel resonance is detected by a zero in the frequency 
response at the resonant frequency. A similar technique, using a 
shunt connection jig, was used to detect series resonance in decoupling 
capacitors for several of the modules in the signal generation system, 
and in the signal coupling capacitors for the switch. Miniature 
ceramic capacitors were chosen since their series self-resonant frequency 
is suitably high (13 pF gives 380 MHz).
The switch was built in a diecast box with internal dimensions 
34mm x 28mm x 28mm deep, using a self-supporting structure.
Investigation of the isolation of the switch when biassed off, 
and of the variation with frequency of the impedance of the feedthrough 
capacitors used for bias decoupling, indicated that the signal shunt 
path to ground was not effective.
The 1 nF feedthrough capacitors exhibit series resonance at 
approximately 65 MHz, above which frequency their impedance rises 
rapidly until it exceeds 50 ohms. Consideration of the attenuation 
due to the package capacitance (1 pF) of a reverse-biassed diode in the 
50 ohm signal path indicates that the measured attenuation of 20 dB at
96
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(a) Measurement Set Up.
(b) Test Jig
Figure 3.26 Measurement o f  Parallel Resonance
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300 MHz may be attributed solely to the series attenuation. The 
ineffectiveness of the signal shunt path may be attributed to the 
relatively high impedance of the feedthrough capacitor.
In order to solve the problem, the shunt diode was connected 
directly to ground and appropriate voltage and current biasses were 
applied to the two floating signal nodes, as in figure 3.27, (q.v.).
The impedances of the two remaining feedthrough capacitors were far 
less critical than that of the one which had been removed.
A voltage bias (V^) was applied to point A (see figure 3.27), 
equal to the required reverse bias minus the forward voltage drop (V^) 
across a diode. A current bias (1^) was applied to point B. If Ig is 
positive, the series diode D1 is turned on and develops a forward 
voltage drop so that the total voltage, + V^, is applied in a reverse 
direction to the shunt diode D2. Similarly, if I*, is negative, D2 isD
biased on with a forward current equal to L  and D1 is biased off withD
a reverse voltage equal to + V^.
: The difference in insertion loss with the switch biased on 
and off was measured using a spectrum analyser as a fixed tuned logarithmic 
detector. With the display sweep synchronised to the switching wave­
form the analyser conveniently displays the time variation, due to 
switching, of the signal power at the frequency to which the analyser is 
tuned. >
3.3.8.2 Drive Signal Generation
' ■ J
In order to use the R.F. switch to simulate the selected-out
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signal from one blade on a turbine wheel, the mark/space ratio 
of the switching drive signal should correspond to the number of 
blades on the wheel.
m _ a . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.14
P ~ ..»• .■
where m is the 'mark1 time interval 
p is the repetition period
a is the mark/space ratio of the signal from all the blades
n is the number of blades.
In W. Kulczykfs instrument, a ? 0.5 ^
Also, the repetition frequency of switching should correspond 
to the speed of the turbine wheel. From section 2.1.2, it may be seen 
that a typical aircraft gas turbine disc has of the order of 100 blades 
and rotates at about 10,000 r.p.m. The period is therefore of the order 
of 6 ms, with a pulse width of 60ys. An as table multivibrator was built 
to produce such a drive\signal, with turbine speed and mark/space ratio 
-controllable with a high degree of independence. Fast recovery circuits 
were required to enable the multivibrator to function over a wide range 
of periods. The resultant circuit is shown in figure 3.28.
3.4 RETROSPECTIVE SPECIFICATION
The generated signal was a bandpass stochastic process, with 
bandwidth variable between 0.4 MHz and 4 MHz and centre frequency variable 
between 700 MHz and 1 GHz, or over other ranges by simple rearrangement 
of oscillators and filters. The output signal power available, as measured
by a bolometer, was -20 dBm. The range of vibration frequencies simula-
table by modulation of the centre frequency covered 1 Hz to 100 kHz.
1.01
Since the centre frequency could be swung over its entire output 
range, the maximum simulatable vibrational velocity was of the 
same order as the simulated translational velocity.
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CHAPTER 4
PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS TRACKING FILTERS
Tracking Filters based on various operating principles
were constructed using available equipment and such additional 
circuitry as necessary. The performances of the loops were 
investigated using test signals including those from several 
forms of the simulator described in chapter 3.
4.1 Phase Locked Loop
The basic concepts of phase locked loops are discussed in 
section 2.2.4 (q.v.).
4.1.1 Realisation of P.L.L.
In order to facilitate the modification and development of 
tracking filters, a small range of suitable circuit modules was 
constructed. This included:
(a) The level shifter was required to interface between various
various sweep generators and F.M. signal generators used as V.C.O.'s. 
The gain of the level shifter was required to be adjustable over a 
wide range, with a facility for fine adjustment. Variable offset and
(a) an amplifier/invertor/level shifter
Cb) a low pass network approximating to an integrator
Cc) a sample and hold modul
Cd) V.C.O. drive circuitry
pieces of equipment, amplify signals from the phase detector or drive
103
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Figure 4.1 'Circuit ‘Diagram of Level Shifter Module
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hard limits on both positive and negative excursions of the output 
were required to avoid the risk of damage to the input of the 
equipment driven by the level shifter. Inverting and non-inverting 
outputs were provided to avoid phase problems resulting from the 
insertion of inverting filters or other modules into the control 
loop. This is not necessary in basic phase locked loops, where 
reversal of the loop gain simply reverses the mean phase error of 
the loop, but such problems can be embarrassing in more sophisticated 
tracking filters (see sections 4.2 and 4.3) which behave as servo­
mechanisms in that loop gain reversal causes non-oscillatory instability.
The circuit diagram of the level shifter is shown in figure 
4.1. Its frequency response is 3 dB down at 350 kHz, and gain is 
adjustable from -30 dB to + 40 dB. The range of the fine adjustment 
on gain is 2 dB at maximum gain and 9 dB at minimum gain.
(b) As an approximation to an integrator, a first-order low pass
network was constructed around an operational amplifier. The transfer 
function was given by:
H(s) =4.7 ( _ L _ )  . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  4.1
where T = R(C + C^) 
where R = 4.7 Mft 
10 nF
and C is the additional shunt capacitance.
Bias current compensation was used to bring the output offset within 
the range of the null adjustment on the operational amplifier.
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(c) In order to enable tracking filters to cope with
interrupted signals, a sample and hold module was required. This 
was constructed using a discrete f.e.t. switch, controlled by a 
logic interface designed to enable various sources of signal/no signal 
decision to be used. A f.e.t. input operational amplifier was used
to provide a low drift 'hold1 state with settling time in the 1 sample1 
state less than 60ys (see section 3.3.8.2). The circuit diagram 
of the sample and hold module is shown in figure 4.2. There was a 
d.c. output offset during 'hold1 of 3mV. The gain was unity ± 2% at 
1 kHz and - 3 dB at 10 kHz.
(d) In order to enable the Omni-Spectra range of varactor tuned
VCO's to be used in tracking loops, a high voltage drive circuit 
similar to that described in section 3.3.7 was constructed. A wide 
range of input sensitivities was provided. Figure 4.3 shows the 
circuit diagram with the frequency modulation sensitivity of each 
input when used with model 28672-62 VCO (0.5 to 1 GHz range).
4.1.2 Performance of P.L.L.
Using the modules described above, a first-order phase 
locked loop was connected up and fed with the frequency modulated 
output of a V.C.O., as shown in figure 4.4. The tracking capability 
of the loop was investigated in the frequency range around 1 GHz 
covered by both VCO1 s. Figure 4.5 shows the waveforms obtained from 
points A and B in the tracking loop, for a sawtooth function modulating 
input frequency. It can be seen that the loop acquires the input signal 
as the frequencies coincide, but fails to follow it for more than a 
fraction of the 1.5 MHz deviation.
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Spectrum 
Analyser 
HP 8551B/852A
Feedback 
Instruments 
Function 
Generator 
TWG 300
20dfc
16dB
Omni-Spectra 
28773-64 
1-2 GHz
Driver
01Hz
Af = 1 . 5  MHz
(a) Signal Generation
50 no o
120MHz
Gain=66
10dB
Omni-Spectr 
28672-62 |
0.5-1 GHz
Driver
T *
(b) Tracking Loop
Figure 4.4 Arrangement for Phase Locked Loop Investigation
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Point B 
(see fig. 4.4)
Point A 
(see fig. A.4)
Figure A.5 Phase Locked Loop Waveforms
Horizontal Scale SOOms/division
Vertical Scale (both traces) 200mV/division
In order to investigate the effect on the locp of an 
additional pole, the V.C.O. driver was fed from point B (see figure A.A). 
This had remarkably little effect on the tracking capabilities of the 
phase lock loop. In order to enable the V.C.O.'s to be operated further 
from the ends of their control ranges, part of the L.D.V. simulator was 
used to mix the output of the 1-2 GHz source down into the 0.5 - 1 GHz 
range. This caused no improvement, but it was noted that the presence 
of low-level spurious products, typical of the shortcomings of the 
simulator mixers, caused no deterioration in loop tracking. Figure A.6 
is an oscillogram taken under these conditions of voltages corresponding 
to those in figure A.5.
A band limited noise signal, without switching interruption 
or frequency modulation, was fed into the phase lock loop, but no sign 
of signal acquisition was detected. The bandwidth of the signal was
110
Point A 
(see fig. 4.4)
Point B 
(see fig. 4.4)
Figure 4.6 Phase Locked Loop Waveforms
Horizontal Scale 500 ms/division
Vertical Scale (both traces) 200 mV/division
varied over the full available range and a selection of loop filters 
were tried with many combinations of loop gain and integration time, 
but no correlation between the centre frequency of the input signal 
and the tracking oscillator frequency could be found.
4.2 LOGIC-IMPLEMENTED SEQUENTIAL PHASE-FREQUENCY COMPARATOR
4.2.1 Principles of Operation
Various digital logic systems have been proposed to act as 
phase-sensitive detectors with the additional capability to sense which
of two unequal input frequencies is the greater. Both J.I. Brown
(41) . . . .and L.F. Lind used conventional sequential logic design procedures
to produce systems of standard TTL gates which perform the required
function. In complementary MOS technology, the integrated circuit phase
lock loop 4046 uses a set of flip-flops similarly. Conceptuallv,
Input A
Output
Input B
(a) Functional Logic Diagram
flip
flop
flip
flop
1
Input A
C 
1
Input B
0  L
(b) Representative Waveforms
Figure 4.7 Sequential Phase-Frequency Comparator
these systems are equivalent to that potrayed in figure 4.7a.
Referring to figure 4.7a, a positive transition at either 
input sets the corresponding flip-flop by the edge-triggered rSf input. 
When both flip-flops are thus set, the control gate causes both to be 
reset simultaneously, preparing the system for the next input cycle.
If, following a reset, an event (positive transition)
occurs at input A, flip-flop A will be set to output 1 until a B event
occurs and both flip-flops are reset. Flip-flop B will remain at
logic 0 for the whole cycle, except for a transient pulse equal in
duration to the total propagation delay of the flip-flop and the gate.
Similarly, a B event preceding an A event causes Q_ to go to logic 115
while remains at logic 0.
If both input signals are repetitive and at the same frequency, 
the input event sequence will be
  A B A B A B A ----
and it is not apparent which input precedes the other. Under these
circumstances, the question of which flip-flop produces logic 1 pulses
out depends on the initial conditions. The mark/period ratio of the
output signal is related to the phase difference between the input signals 
(see figure 4.7b).
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where m is the duration of an output logic 1 pulse
s is the duration of an output logic 0 pulse
<f> £s the phase lag between the set event and the reset event
0 < <j> £ 2tt .. . . . . . . . . . .  4.3
The mean open-circuit output voltages if A precedes B is given by:
<Vo> " i <V QA + VQB>
,  \ f + v )
I m + s L I
" * < \  + VH TF" < VH ' V  ......... 4 *4
where Vq is the system output voltage
V ~  is the voltage at 
V__ is the voltage at Q.o
V is the voltage representing logic 0 L
V„ is the voltage representing logic 1
Thus VT < V <i (VT+ V J  . . . .  . 4.5
Ll O  Li II
Similarly, if B precedes A
<Vo> - i (VL + V + 4tr-( VH - V • • • • • 4-6
and
1 (VL + VH)< Vo <VH . . . .  . 4.7
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From equations 4.4 to 4.7, it is apparent that the ranges of A 
precedes B and vice versa are equivalent to each other.
Consideration of the effect of an input frequency 
difference will elucidate the question of initial conditions 
leading to the ’A precedes B* condition or the *B precedes A T 
condition.
From a sequential operation viewpoint, the fact that one 
input frequency exceeds the other is indicated by a repeat of the 
higher frequency input, (without an interposed event at the other
input). Thus, if frequency A is higher, the sequence A A B---
will occur whenever the inputs beat together. The occurrence of 
such a sequence is detected by the comparator system, which sub­
sequently assumes that the repeated input (in that case, A) has a
higher frequency until the inverse sequence  B B A  is detected.
Consider the sequence:
 A.- B . A _ B A , A _ B - A ,_ B ,Q---
n n+1 n+2 n+3 n+4 n+5 n+6 n+7 n+8
th
where Xm represents the m event in a sequence whose starting conditions 
are unknown, that event occurring at input X. Between A^ and ^n+^» 
the system may be reset by either A or B inputs, but either An+^ or 
A^+^ must set the A flip-flop, which will then be reset by Bn+g. 
thereafter, as long as A events and B events alternate, the A flip-flop 
will be set by A events and B events will reset the system. A therefore 
precedes B in each input cycle, and a synchronising loop acting upon A
would tend to retard it in order to approach synchronism.
115
Reset caused by A events
High Frequency Mean
2ir
High Frequency Mean
Reset caused by B events
Figure 4.8 Transfer Characteristic of Sequential Phase-Frequency
Comparator.
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If both input frequencies are short-term constant, the sequence
 B A A B can only happen if frequency A is the higher, so a
vsynchronising loop which reduces frequency A in order to retard 
the A events will follow frequency changes as well as phase changes.
Consider two input signals with almost identical frequencies, 
whose relative phase changes very slowly. From equations 4.4 and 4.6, 
the input/output characteristic of the system may be deduced, see 
figure 4.8. If frequency A is higher, the sequence —— B A A B-—  will 
be detected and event A will precede event B in the system cycle. As 
the phase of the A signal advances with respect to the B signal, the 
mean output voltage will fall linearly with phase. When the difference 
exceeds 2tt, the output will return to + Vjj) and then continue to
fall with the same relationship to phase modulo 2ir. If frequency A 
now falls slightly below frequency B, the mean output voltage will 
rise as the phase of A is retarded. When the events A start to lag
the events B, a sequence ■— A B B A will occur and thereafter the
output voltage will be governed by equation 4.6. Figure 4.8 shows 
that this is merely an extension of equation 4.4 into the first quadrant.
If the frequency difference between the two inputs is very
high, the phase changes will be rapid and the mean output voltage will
tend to a value \ (VT + V„) ± {(V„ - V_), which is the mean voltage over which
L n ri L
ever range the system is operating in.
4.2.2 Theoretical Limitation on operation
Consider the instant of equality of two input frequencies 
whose difference changes monotonically. The sequential phase-frequency
117
comparator does not essentially detect the equality of the two 
frequencies, but rather the inclusion of a period of one signal 
in a period of the other. This must occur when one frequency 
exceeds the other, so there is an inherent delay between frequency 
equality and the detection of the fact that the sense of the frequency 
difference has changed. This delay might lead to 'hunting1 behaviour 
in a tracking loop.
The magnitude of the delay depends upon the mean input 
frequency, the rate of change of difference frequency and the phase 
difference between the inputs at the instant of frequency equality.
The mean magnitude may be predicted if that phase difference is assumed 
to be a uniformly distributed stochastic variable. However, as will 
be shown in section 4.2.4, in practice a delay due to shortcomings in 
the logic devices implementing the system greatly exceeds that due to 
the mechanism suggested here.
4.2.3 Realisation
In order to achieve the phase-frequency comparator function 
at a usefully high frequency, emitter coupled logic was selected. Rather 
than use the very expensive process III technology, MECL II devices were 
used to construct the system shown in figure 4.9. The circuit was built 
inside a diecast box with R.F. Filters in the power leads, reverse 
voltage protection, and a power supply regulator inside the box to 
provide a stable supply at -5.2v from the -15v supply for which all 
the other tracking filter modules were designed. Lead lengths were 
minimised, the integrated circuits being close-packed on the circuit 
board, but no attempt was made to provide a ground plane.
118
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4.2.4 Practical Limitation on Operation
The operation of the circuit was checked using a sampling 
oscilloscope. The rise times of the logic signals from the input 
Schmitt triggers, the flip flops and the gate were found to be 
approximately 5 ns, as expected. Input signals with slightly dif­
ferent frequencies were fed into the two inputs, and an interesting 
deviation from ideal behaviour was observed. Instead of the output 
sawtooth wave occurring entirely above or below the mean of the two 
logic levels, as predicted by equations 4.5 and 4.7, the rapid step 
in voltage corresponding to a transient phase equality 'overshot1 
the mean level. At 50 MHz mean input frequency, the output voltage 
was almost symmetrical about the logic mean level, so that the frequency- 
difference sensing function failed altogether. When trigger signals 
were made available to enable the circuit waveforms to be observed over 
the region of interest, around phase equality, it was discovered that 
transitions in the higher-frequency pulse train which occurred very soon 
after the resetting pulse from the lower frequency input failed to clock 
in the required logic level, and hence were lost. This enabled the 
lower frequency input to take the initiative, so that the output changed 
sense temporarily. This effect must degrade performance of the com­
parator at all frequencies, but the degradation is only severe at high 
frequencies. This effect seems to be responsible for the upper frequency 
limit of usefulness of this type of circuit, since it degrades performance 
considerably at frequencies where the circuit operates satisfactorily in other 
respects.
The performance degradation due to 'lost' events may be allowed
120
for by a correction to the expressions derived in section 4.2.1.
Consider a series of events at one input, continually ’overtaking1
a slower series of events at the other input. A ’fast’ event is
lost if it occurrs less than t after a ’slow* event, where t is
P P
the time taken for an event to progagate round the system. Thus
the output signal is reduced by J(V„.- VT) for a proportion of the
t H L
signal period given by — ■ . Thus the expression for the limiting
A
mean voltages for large frequency differences is modified as follows
( vo) = *<V+ V 1 i(vH - v  * ! £  (VH - vL)
“ i (VH + V  ± i(VH - VL)(1 - 2 t ■ fA ) . . . .  4.8
where Vq is the output voltage from the system
Vjj is the output voltage from a logic device set to--’I*
is the output voltage from a logic device set to T0 T
t is the total propagation time for a set pulse
T^ is the period of the lower frequency input signal 
f^ is the frequency of the lower frequency input signal
4.2.5 Performance
The phase-frequency comparator was put in a tracking loop 
with a 10ms integrator, using a Marconi Instruments sweep generator 
type TF 2361 as a V.C.O. This arrangement tracked input signals up 
to 20 MHz, but lost all correlation above 25 MHz.
When band-limited noise centred on 12 MHz was fed into the
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loop, the V.C.O. frequency was held at the centre frequency of the 
noise despite manually applied offsets, over the whole available 
range of signal bandwidths. Unfortunately, it was not possible to 
generate frequency modulated narrow-band noise signals at a suf­
ficiently low frequency for the loop to operate, so a useful in­
vestigation of the acquisition and tracking performance of this 
system with the signals of interest was precluded.
4.2.6 ' Summary.
Although the type of digital circuit investigated seemed 
very effective within its severely limited range of useful frequencies, 
it cannot be of any direct application in a situation where signal 
frequencies are so high as those corresponding to the velocity of 
sound in a laser Doppler velocimeter. However, in a tandem tracking
(54) .system where a second loop is used to track the mean frequency of 
the input signal, a logic-implemented phase-frequency comparator might 
be very useful for resolution Of vibration - induced frequency modu­
lation.
4.3. QUADRI CORRELATOR
The quadricorrelator is described in section 2.3.2.2 and 
analysed in Appendix E.
4.3.1 Implementation
' • ’ ’ ?
A differentiator, a multiplier and a pair of low pass filters 
were required. An existing design for a four-pole low-pass filter 
was transformed to a 1MHz cut-off frequency and constructed to the
122
circuit diagram shown in figure 4.10. Measuring the frequency 
response with a signal generator-counter (Venner model 754) and 
Advance 0S3000 oscilloscope, the passband ripple was found to be 
0.25 dB and the response was 6 dB down at 1 MHz. The step responses 
of the two filters were identical to within 5% of risetime and 1% 
of overshoot.
A first order high-pass network was designed around a 709 
operational amplifier, to act as a differentiator up to 1 MHz. Problems 
were encountered with latch-up of the 709 on signal peaks, and in­
sufficient high frequency gain, even with full compensation. The circuit 
ceased to function as a differentiator above about 10 kHz, so a dis­
crete differentiator was designed and built. The input voltage, assumed 
to be from a low impedance source, was applied across a capacitor con­
nected to the virtual earth input of a transresistance feedback pair.
The output voltage was buffered by a common collector Benito pair. The 
circuit (see figure 4.11) had a nominal differentiation time of 15ys.
For 1 MHz excitation, the output seemed very close to quadrature with 
the input when viewed on an oscilloscope. In order to achieve a more 
accurate estimate of the performance of the circuit, a vector volt­
meter HP 8405A was used, with a counter (signal source (Venner model 
754)). The measurements are tabulated in table 4.1 and plotted in 
figure 4.12. Although the gain is 4 dB higher than expected, and the 
phase advance after inversion falls off above 1 MHz, the circuit performs 
the differentiation function very effectively up to that frequency.
A multiplier circuit module was constructed using an integrated 
circuit multiplier MC 1495L, as shown in figure 4.13. The input circuit
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Frequency
MHz
Input Level 
dBm
Output
10
dBm
Gain
dB
Measured Phase 
deg.
Inverted Signal 
Phase 
deg.
0.9 -28 -5 43 -106 +74
0.95 -29 -5 44 -108 +72
1.0 -29 -5 44 -109 +71
1.1 -29 -4 45 -112 +68
1.2 -30 -4 46 -115 +65
1.3 -30 -3 47 -118 +62
1.5 -31 -3 48 -124 +56
1.75 -32 -2 50 -133 +47
Table 4.1 Vector Voltmeter Measurements of Input and Output Signals
for discrete differentiator.
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Figure 4.12 Measured Transfer Function of Differentiator
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-15V.
OV: 
+15 V.
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-15 V.
2 K 2
2 K 2
6 K 8
Bias Offset
Figure 4.13 Circuit Diagram of Multiplier
parameters were optimised for 5 volt peak input signals, and 
the gain was set for such signals to produce a 5 volt output 
signal. Slight input nonlinearity was observed, so that if 
input offsets were nulled for breakthrough of the other input,
4% of third quadrant imbalance showed for 5 volt input signals 
in the squarer mode. This was not expected to have a seriously 
deleterious effect on the operation of quadricorrelators.
Under some input loading conditions, the multiplier 
exhibited unexpected offsets which were thought to be caused by 
high frequency instability. Parasitic stoppers in various parts 
of the circuit, and improved power supply decoupling, had no effect 
but small ceramic capacitors at the inputs aleviated the problem.
This partially satisfactory situation was accepted with the provisio 
that the stability of the multiplier be checked whenever it was being 
used. In practice, with short input cables, there was no instability 
problem.
Using these circuit modules, and those described in section 
4.1.1, a quadricorrelator was assembled as shown in figure 4.15.
Hybrid power splitters were used to enable two or more loads to be 
driven by a single source. The performance of these splitters, 
Hatfield type 82 and type 3157, were checked using a vector voltmeter* 
At 400 MHz, the phase difference between the outputs was less than 
5° and the attenuation from input to output was 3.5 dB, compared with 
the ideal 3 dB. This was considered satisfactory for the intended 
application.
The phase lag difference between a BNC Barrel1 back-to-back
129
connector and a Ins. nominal delay coaxial cable was measured over
. ' V  ^
a range of frequencies using a vector voltmeter. The quadrature 
frequency was determined by setting a counter-generator to the 
second sub-harmonic of the measurement frequency. The results are 
tabulated in table 4.2 and plotted in figure 4.14.
Frequency
MHz
Phase Difference 
degrees
100 54.6
150 82.2
160 87.5
170 92.6
164.5 90.0
±0.1 ± 1.0
Table 4.2 Phase Lag Measurements for 1 ft. Cable.
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Phase 
Difference 4
(degrees) 1 0 0 [
Quadrature
70
6 0
Frequency
MHz
100 120 U 0 160
Figure 4.14 Phase Lag Measurements for 1 ft. Cable.
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Spectrum of Frequency Modulated Noise Signal
Centre 170 MHz 
Width 10 MHz/div.
Base Reference -50 dBm 
Sweep Rate 1 sec/aiv.
Unmodulated
Signal
4 MHz —
173MHz -5MHz
Modulated
F ig u r e  4 .1 7  S pec trum  o f  S ig n a l  f ro m  S im u la t o r .
13A
(a) Spectrum of V.C.O. Output for input of fig. A._17.
Centre 170 MHz Base Reference -50 dBm
Width 10 MHz/div. Sweep Rate 1 sec/div.
(b) V.C.O. Control Voltage (showing calibration markers) 
Vert.: lOOmV/div. Hor.: 5ms/div.
F ig u r e  A . 18 Quadricorrelator O u tp u ts
4.3.2
V
Performance
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As an initial check on correct operation, the signal 
from a sweep generator was fed into the quadricorrelator, with the 
..sample and hold circuit held in the Sample1 mode. With a 100 Hz 
symmetrical sweep, the quadricorrelator tracked the input over 
20 MHz excursions above and below its centre frequency. Approximate 
frequency equality was detected by mixing the output of the quadri­
correlator with the sweep generator output frequency and low pass 
filtering and detecting the product. This facility was readily 
available using the ’external marker’ input of the sweep generator 
(Marconi Instruments TF 2361/TM9693). The resultant marker signal 
was used to control the brightness of an oscilloscope trace of 
control voltage, thus ’highlighting’ the region over which tracking 
was happening. The display was calibrated similarly, by switching 
the sweep generator marker system to its internal crystal reference.
When the input signal was interrupted using the Schottky 
diode switch described in section 3.3.8, the settling time for signal 
acquisition was of the order of 50ys.
Since the quadricorrelator was so immediately successful, 
further experiments were carried out with a frequency modulated, 
band limited noise signal at around 175 MHz, which was generated 
using the abbreviated simulator shown in figure 4.16. The spectrum 
of the signal is shown in figure 4.17. The low level components at 
each side of the main signal are spurious. The following signal 
parameters were noted:
s 136
Mean Frequency 173 MHz
Peak Frequency Deviation 5 MHz
Modulation Rate 40 Hz
Signal Bandwidth 4 MHz
Total Signal Power -6 dBm (bolometer)
Signal Level -22 dBm in 100 kHz
Figure 4.18(a) is the spectrum of the output from the 
quadricorrelator V.C.O., via hybrid power splotters (see figure 4.15). 
This relatively 1 clean1 display, compared to the input signal, in­
dicates the probability density function of the vibration, as described 
in section 2.2.1 and Appendix C. Figure 4.18(b) is an oscillogram of 
the control voltage to the quadricorrelator V.C.O. The positive in­
tensity modulation (near the peaks of the sinusoid) indicates that the 
simulator centre frequency was being swept over a 10\'; MHz range, 
producing 10 MHz markers at the limits of frequency deviation. Con­
sideration of the display amplitude and the quadricorrelator V.C.O. 
tuning sensitivity confirms that the quadricorrelator frequency was 
also covering a 10 MHz range.
4.3.3 Open Loop Transfer Function
Substituting the measured signal power and the circuit para­
meters noted in figure 4.15 into equation 4.12, the open loop transfer 
function may be derived:
2440 . . . . . . . . . . . , . 4.13Y (s) =
1+sT.
l
where T. = 4.7 msl
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This corresponds to unity gain at 825 kHz, and hence second- 
order loop operation is approximated to for the signal used.
4.3.4 Sampled Mode
The sampled-mode operation of the loop with frequency modu­
lated narrow band noise signals was investigated in the time domain.
The behaviour of the loop seemed to correspond to that of a first 
order sampled control loop insofar as response varied with loop gain.
The waveforms recorded in figure 4.IT show the control 
voltage input to the loop V.C.O. driver in the sampled and continuous 
modes. The sampling pulses, which are very short, are shown as a 
series of faint dots near the bottom of the display. In figure 4.19(a), 
the control voltage was displayed on the oscilloscope when disconnected 
from the driver in order to open the loop. Since the period of the 
sampling waveform (6 ms) is approximately equal to the integration time 
of the control loop (4.7 ms), the loop gain in the sampled mode is very 
similar to that in the continuous mode. Consideration of the signal 
amplitude ratio between figures (a) and (b) indicates that the loop 
gain was approximately 2. In the continuous mode, the distortion re­
sulting from excessive amplitude on open loop is removed by closing 
the loop, and in (b) the continuous signal amplitude corresponds closely 
to the frequency deviation of the input signal:
Control voltage amplitude 340 mV peak
V.C.O. driver sensitivity 4.9 MHz/V
Corresponding deviation 1.7 MHz peak
c.f. Input signal deviation 1.6 MHz peak
In the sampled mode, the fact that the loop gain exceeds unity leads to
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, % WB'ffi&W1.
' v .' • *; - •*'; ,\vv*\ i->'T/: *9F¥ *% V . •”' W&-M V v -
(a) Vert. 200 mV/div. Hor. 10 ms/div.
Open Loop
(b) Closed Loop
Vert. 200 mV/div. Hor. 10 ms/div.
Sampling period 6 ms Pulse Duration 60ps
Frequency deviation 1.6 MHz, mean 170 MHz.
F ig u r e  4 .1 9  Sampled -  and C o n t in u o u s  -  Mode C o n t r o l  Waveforms
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the erratic oscillatory-type response recorded in (h).
When the V.C.O. driver was re-connected to give 48 MHz / V 
sensitivity, the sampled-mode waveform was apparently completely 
random, and was not recorded.
In figure 4.20, the gain of the level shifter was reduced 
by a factor of 13.5, the V.C.O. driver sensitivity returned to its 
original value, peak frequency deviation reduced to approximately 
700 kHz, and the oscilloscope sensitivity increased to 50 mV/division 
to display the lower-amplitude signal. The sampled-mode control voltage 
is quite a smooth replica of the input frequency modulation, but is 
reduced in amplitude by the low-pass filter action of a sampled feed­
back loop with less than unity gain.
Figure -*.20 Control Waveforms with reduced loop gain
Upper Trace: Continuous mode
Lower Trace: Sampled mode
Frequency deviation 700 kHz, mean 170 MHz 
Vert: 50 mV/div. Hor: 10 ms div.
4.3.5 Summary
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The delay quadricorrelator was found to be a very effective 
form of tracking filter, with wide acquisition and tracking range and 
the ability to track stochastic signals.
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION
5.1 Evaluation of Results
Several qualitative observations were made of the behaviour 
of various tracking filters fed with a frequency modulated narrow 
band noise carrier.
The conventional phase lock loop (see section 4.1) does not
seem suited to such a signal, and indeed is severely limited in its
acquisition behaviour(21 >55). so that in practical applications external
acquisition aids are required to enable the system to search for the 
(42)
input signal . The negative results of section 4.1 corroborate this, 
widely-found experience.
The tracking loop utilising the logic-implemented frequency- 
phase comparator, described in section 4.2, was investigated qualitatively 
rather than in detail, since its inherent frequency limitation makes it 
unsuitable for direct tracking in the application towards which this work 
was directed. Since the signal generating system was not sufficiently 
flexible to produce a frequency-modulated narrow band noise signal in 
the operating range of the comparator, direct comparison of the per­
formance of this loop with that of others tracking simulated laser 
Doppler velocimeter signals was precluded. Within its frequency range, 
however, the frequency-phase comparator was much more versatile than 
binary phase comparators. The very large capture range for a given 
loop bandwidth was found to be a particularly useful feature of this 
system.
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The delay quadricorrelator was shown to be capable of 
tracking the type of signal which would be expected from a laser 
Doppler velocimeter measuring the vibrations of a single blade on 
a gas turbine rotor. The demonstrated fact that loop gain is 
proportional to signal power made the tracking system rather cumber-, 
some when tracking sampled signals such as those from individual 
blades, but this drawback might be turned to advantage if signal 
level were controllable.
5.2 Review of Signal Processing Techniques
The delay quadricorrelator seems to be that most useful 
system of those investigated for enabling a filter to track laser 
Doppler velocimeter signals, although continuous adjustment of loop 
gain (or feedback control of signal sample power level) would probably 
be necessary.
(54) .
A tandem system , using a frequency-phase comparator m  
the second loop, presents interesting possibilities which might be 
useful in the development of a practical vibration-measuring instrument 
An asynchronous sampled-mode first loop with an offset could be used 
to track the mean signal frequency if the loop bandwidth were small.
The difference frequency output of this loop could be arranged to be 
in the operating range of the frequency-phase comparator (unless 
vibration levels were excessive), so that the second loop would measure 
the vibration.
A conventional phase lock loop could not track the interrupted 
L.D.V. signal without a highly sophisticated system of acquisition aids
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The P.L.L. itself would require the flexibility of components 
whose parameters were programmable by the surrounding system , 
Such equipment to bolster the otherwise inadequate performance of 
a synchronous system would not justify its competition with the 
asynchronous system.
One may conclude that a quadricorrelator would provide 
the most effective tracking filter for a frequency modulated, 
sampled, narrow band noise signal.
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Appendix A
MAXIMUM BLADE VELOCITY FOR GAS TURBINE
The highest mechanical velocities (turbine wheel rim velocities) 
found in a gas turbine are of the order of the velocity of sound, since 
fhe gas flow in the turbine must remain subsonic to avoid problems with 
shock waves. The velocity of sound in an ideal gas is given by
a V  /y R T . . . . . . . . . . .. . . A.l
where y is the ratio of specific heats, 1.4 for air
R is the specific gas constant, 287 J/Kg. deg. K for air
T is absolute temperature
Thus the velocity of sound in air is 317 m/s  ^ at 250°K.
From equation 2.1.1(2), the Doppler shift for reflection from a
moving target is
f s 2 v k      , A.2
For Helium Neon laser light, the wave number, k is 1.58 x 10^ m 
Equating v to a, the maximum Doppler frequency is
f « 2 x 317 x 1.58 x 106 Hz 
■ 1 GHz
Appendix B
DOPPLER BROADENING
B.l Rotational Broadening
Consider a spot of light focussed onto a turbine blade 
(see figure B.l). The intensity distribution of a focussed spot 
is Gaussian (9)
{ 4r 
♦  = ■ ♦ o  e x p  ( "  - ^ 2
. . .. . . . . .'. . • . « B.l
where d> is maximum irradiance 
o
d is spot diameter
Radiant flux on strip £(y) dy = <f>(x,y) dx dy
C(y) ■i: +o exp ^ dx
<J> /if ~ exp _  v
d2
Thus, the intensity distribution along a diameter is also Gaussian,
Total flux on spot ~ I d <f>
J A
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Figure B.l Geometry of a Focussed Spot
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B.2 Weighting function for velocity measurement
The velocity of the elemental strip in figure B.l will be 
measured with a weighting proportional to the radiant flux on the
where p(y) is weighting function 
k is a constant
X (y) dy is the radiant flux on an infinitely long strip of 
thickness dy at y.
Since the measured value exists,
strip
p(y) = k ? (y)
f p(y) dy = 1 B.4
But, from equation B.2
o J exp
C Cy) dy = <f>Q it i-
. j 2
k <{> TT — t~ = 1
To 4
. *£ 
,2
2
B.5
This gives the weighting function for optical measurement of a 
parameter using a Gaussian light spot of diameter d.
B.3 Piecewise linear velocity distribution
The velocity being measured is a function of position, generally 
increasing with radius from the turbine axis or distance from the blade 
root.
Define y^ = yQ + y . . . . . . . . . . . .  B .6
where y^ is radial distance from the turbine axis
y is radial distance from the turbine axis to the centre of the
o
light spot.
For small y, the velocity distribution function v(y^) may be considered 
to be piecewise linear.
v(y1) = v(yQ) + v'(yQ)y . . . . . .  . . . . . . . B.7
Using the weighting function derived in equation B.5
From this expression for the standard deviation of measured velocity 
due to linear non-uniformity of velocity over the region illuminated 
by a Gaussian measuring spot, the corresponding Doppler broadening 
proportional bandwidth is simply derived
B
D1
2 a
d « y c)
/ T  v (yQ)
• • . « • • • • . «. • • B«9
where is Doppler broadening bandwidth due to non-zero spot size
v- is mean Doppler frequency 
D
d is spot diameter
If the velocity distribution to be measured has several components 
(e.g. rotational component equal- to the product of angular velocity 
and radius, vibrational components at several frequencies dependant upon 
vibration amplitude and mode),
v(yQ) is replaced by I v Cyo)
and
v<*(yo) is replaced by E v ^(yQ)
where the summations are taken over the various components of the 
velocity distribution.
B.4 Rotational velocity distribution
Consider a non-zero diameter spot measuring the rotational 
velocity of a turbine blade. The velocity distribution on the 
blade is given by
vi = yi “
where v^ is rotational velocity component
y^ is radius from turbine centre
w is angular velocity of turbine wheel 
Now, yQ is distance from turbine centre to spot centre
and y1 = yQ + y
(^yp = (yo +
V1 (yc) = yQ “     B .10
v - ( yo) = w . . . . .. . . .  . . . . B.ll
These expressions may be summed, with other variables v. (y )
1 °
and v?*(y ), in the modified form of equation B.9.
B.5 : Vibrating Turbine Blade
Considering a turbine blade as a uniform cantilever vibrating 
at its fundamental frequency, neglecting the effects of centrifugal 
loading and moment of inertia of the blade, the Bernoulli-Euler theory 
of bending gives the deflection curve
where z is deflection
a is vibration amplitude at tip of blade 
y^ is distance along blade from root 
I is length of blade 
E is Young1s modulus
I is second moment of area of section of blade 
m is mass per unit length
Referring to the consideration of frequency modulation in section 2.2,9 
and appendix C,
B.12
where is vibrational velocity component
let f
v
Consider the velocity distribution of equation B.12 measured by a 
Gaussian light spot illuminating the blade tip.
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B.6 Vibrating Blade on Turbine Wheel
From section 2.1, the maximum rotational velocity expected
(v.. ) is about 300 m.s. ^ and the maximum vibrational velocity
1 max
of interest is about 5 m.s. \  which is relatively small.
Y v(y ) =  300 m.s.
°
B.15
Considering a turbine with 0.5 m radius, the rim velocity corresponds 
to an angular velocity of 600 rad.sec. From equation B.ll,
v.T(y ) =  600 rad.sec. 1 Jo
-1
From equations B.13 and B.14
v ** (y ) = v (v )
2 max yo 21 2 max yo
Consider a blade length of about 8cm
vX (y ) =  100 rad.sec. 2 max Jo •
-1
Y v" (y ) =  700 rad.sec. 
1,2 °
-1
. • * . . . . . » .  B « 16
Substituting equations B.15 and B.16 into B.9,
B
D1
f_
d 700
n 300
m.-1 • • • • • • • • • • B.17
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s
where B ^  is Doppler broadening bandwidth due to non-zero aperture
r=- is mean Doppler frequency 
D
d is measuring light spot diameter
The spot size is selected for minimum Doppler broadening, 
optimised between the effects of non-uniform velocity distribution 
and surface roughness.
B.7 Translational Broadening
Referring to section 2.1.3.2 and figure 2.2,' the transverse 
component of rotational blade velocity causes Doppler broadening. 
From equation 2.6 for lateral movement of a target surface normal 
to the beam,
where B ^  is Translational Doppler broadening bandwidth
. .v is transverse velocity 
d is spot size.
From figure 2.2
vt ■« v tan 0
and d** = d sec 0
where v is rim velocity of turbine
0 is angular displacement of blade from normal to beam
d is diameter of light beam
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d' is effective spot diameter
Hence BD2
v tan 0
v • « *= -r sin 0 
a
Consider the range - <{> < 0 <<f>
BD2 = d Sin I 0 I
^ ■ i h f . sin 10 |d 0
9
v f*Vd9 I /in 0 d 0
= 1$ ( 1 " cos * >
For small <f> 9
BD2 ' d*
~  V(f>
~  2d
v < i - 1 + f  - f  + -------- >
• • • • • • 9 • • • • • B« 19
This differs by a factor of 2 from Kulczyk's result E . 9 ^ .
The proportional Doppler bandwidth due to surface roughness is given by
B.D2 V <f)
2 v k x 2d
<fr
4kd • • • • • • • • • • • • •  B.20
where is mean Translational Doppler bandwidth
D2
■s* is mean Doppler frequency 
D
v is turbine rim velocity
2<J> is angle traversed by blade passing through light beam 
k is wave number of light 
d is diameter of light beam
In a typical laser Doppler velocimeter arrangement, with a 
unity mark-space ratio in the output signal from the blades, the 
angle $ is related to the number of blades on the turbine wheel
26 __ a
2tt n
1
a “ 2 '
* > —
2n • • • • • • • • • • • • •  8 *'21
For a turbine wheel with approximately one hundred blades, $5=15 
From equations B.20 and B.21, for Helium-Neon laser light:
BD2 _ 4.8 x  1 ( T 6  ' ,
*3 . •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  D  •
B.8 Optimisation of spot size for minimum Doppler broadening
From section B.6, equation B.17
= 1.65 d nf1
fD
From section B.7, equation B.22
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from equation 2.1.3(3), after T e i c h ^ ^
B 2 - 6
— r- = (1.65 d)2 + ( 4,8 x 10 )2
K  d
For minimum Doppler broadening, 
1.65 d - 4 *8 x 10“6opt d _
opt
d — 1•7 mm* • • •  • • • • • • • • . . B .24
opt
--.-H1.11.. s x 1.65 x 1.7 x 10
^D -3
= 4 x 10    B.25
For an optimised optical instrument, Doppler broadening bandwidth is
-3
of the' order of 4 x' 10 of mean Doppler frequency, i.e. 4 MHz bandwidth 
at 1 GHz centre frequency.
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Appendix C
FREQUENCY MODULATION INDEX
A  narrow band stochastic process y(t) with spectral distribution 
S(f) may be represented in the time domain using the pseudo-deterministic
expression 
/ r°°
y(t) =
Ej
S(f) d fI a(t) cos (mt + 0(t)) . . .  . . C.l
where a(t) and 0 (t) are slowly-varying stochastic variables with 
bandwidths equal to that of the original band-limited process.
| a (t) | $ 1
| 0 (t) | * tt
In order to express the signal due to a vibrating blade in this 
form, (wt) is replaced by the expression for the phase of a frequency- 
modulated signal:
cot 2ir f t + 2tt f m(t) dt
c J o
where f^ is the mean, or carrier, frequency 
m(t) is the vibrational velocity 
and is the modulation coefficient
For light with wave number k
k^ = 2k . .......................  C.2
f — 2k v . . . . . . . . . . . . .  C . 3
c
where v is the mean (rotational) velocity.
Consider sinusoidal vibration with frequency and maximum
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"velocity ip
m(t) - ll; cos 6) t 
rv v
Hence 2ir f t + 2ir f m(t) dt
J o
» 4ir k v + 4irk \p cos w t dt
v vo
4ir k (v + —  sin to t) . C.4
0) vv
How, introduce the maximum frequency deviation (Af)
Af = k_ ip 
f Yv
The modulation index (3) is given by:
6 -
4ir k ip
' ~ • rv
w
• • • • • • • • •• • • •  C>5
The band-limited stochastic process may therefore be represented by 
the following expression:
y(t) * ^  j G(f) dfj ^ a(t) cos £ 4tt kv + 3 sin or t + 0(tj ].
• • • • • • • • •  • • • •  C • 6
( i
G(f) df j2 a(t) £ C0S ^ Tr + nav+
-co /  n--°°
• •  • • •  • • • • • • •  • C.7
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This represents an infinite set of overlapping narrow-band 
spectra whose individual centre frequencies are separated by 
The centre frequency of the set is 4tt kv.
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Appendix D 
NARROW BAND NOISE
Consider a band limited Gaussian stochastic process V^Ct),
(29)
centred on toc. From J.A. Betts page 92, V^Ct) may be represented 
in two equivalent ways:
V (t) = x (t) cos w t + y (t) sin tot . . . . . . . D.l
n c c
or
V (t) = r (t) cos (w t + <f> (t))  . . D.2
n c
where x (t) and y(t), r (t) and <f> (t) are independant pairs of low- 
pass stochastic processes, x (t) and y (t) have Gaussian probability 
distribution, r (t) is Rayleigh distributed and <(> (t) is uniformly 
distributed over one cycle.
(x (t), y (t) and (r (t), <f>(t)) -
are related by the Cartesian-Polar transformation. Thus:
*'<t) = r- (t) ~ y. . . . . .  . . . D.3
r (t)
The process <J> (t) represents instantaneous frequency deviation. 
Equation D.3 shows it to be dependant upon r (t). When the amplitude 
r (t) is small, the phase modulation <f> (t) changes more rapidly than 
usual. Since r (t) is Rayleigh distributed,
p ( r = 0) = 0
so (J)** (t) is never infinite.
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Appendix E 
ANALYSIS OF A QUADRICORRELATOR
Referring to figure E.l, consider a noise-free sinusoidal 
input signal with slowly-varying frequency,
x (t) = A cos (co (t)t + <f>)
and let the local oscillator frequency be ioo (t), also slowly varying. 
<f> is a measure of initial phase difference. Double-frequency terms 
in the multiplier outputs are removed by the low pass filters* so:
i (t) = A/2 cos (w (t)t + <f> --u (t) t) . . . . . . . .  E.la
and
q (t) - A/2 sin ((ajQ(t) - co (t))t - <|>) . . . . . . .  . E.lb
Hence
AT .
i'Ct) = - ^-d Coi"Ct) t + oi (t) - m '(£): t - <o Ct))L 0 0
sin CCw (t) — coq (t)) t + <J>) ..............  • ^ .2
Since co Ct) and coQCt) are slowly-varying,
• ATd
i^t)== y~ (wQCt) - w Ct)) sin CCwQCt) - coCt)) t — 4>) . . E.3
Now, e Ct) = i^Ct) q Ct)
A2Td ■ ■ '
e —g—  Cw Ct) - WQ Ct)) Ceos 0 - cosC2tC<oQ- to) - 2<f>))
• . • E.4
L
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- p
• p
o*
O'
-P
C_3
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Since the loop filter F(s) may be assumed to remove double error
frequency terms, «
A T
y (t) = f (t) * ( (0- (t) - (o(t»  ........... E.5
Note that the lowest frequency component of the feedback 
signal is independant of the relative phases of the input and V.C.O., 
and is directly proportional to the frequency error. Also, loop gain 
is proportional to the power of the input signal.
